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Executive Summary 

This report examines how anchor institutions in Austin can collaborate on the goals in Imagine 
Austin, and how anchor institutions can use those goals to collaborate on the proposed Austin 
Innovation Zone. Imagine Austin is a comprehensive plan developed by the City of Austin to 
address the City’s most pressing issues and to guide city development. The Austin City Council 
adopted the plan in 2012, and the City created the plan to reflect Austin’s values and aspirations 
Our research team used the Imagine Austin plan to suggest how anchors can help meet the City’s 
most critical needs and help improve residents’ quality of life. Imagine Austin describes how 
Austin can be livable, natural and sustainable, mobile and interconnected, prosperous, creative 
and educated, and how Austin can value and respect its people. 

Anchor institutions are public or private organizations that provide community benefits, and that 
share key characteristics such as their size, immobility, community ties, and motivation to serve 
the community. Examples of Austin anchors that this report identifies are: Austin Community 
College (ACC), Austin Independent School District (AISD), Central Health, Dell, H-E-B, the 
University of Texas at Austin, St. David’s Healthcare, Samsung, and Seton Healthcare Family. 
However, the above list is not meant to be all-inclusive, and according to the criteria that our 
research team established, additional Austin entities could be Austin anchors.  

Anchors can help accomplish Imagine Austin’s goals through partnerships with local businesses, 
local procurement of supplies, event and program sponsorships, and charitable donations. This 
report examines intersections between local anchors’ philanthropic missions to identify potential 
partnerships, and helps identify key ways to address Austin’s most pressing needs. Beyond 
altruistic efforts to improve the city in which they reside, anchors have various financial 
incentives for corporate social responsibility such as: improved public relations, workforce 
attraction and retention, and government incentives. Challenges to anchor behavior are: aligning 
missions, communication strategies, governmental support, balancing corporate interests, and 
identifying priorities. In this report, we outline strategies to overcome these obstacles, such as the 
detailed mission matrix. Also, we examine best practices for anchor collaboration with key 
recommendations on adapting these efforts to Austin’s needs. 

Innovation zones are geographic areas where anchor institutions cluster with local businesses and 
entrepreneurs to create vibrancy, encourage economic growth, and serve as a hub for 
collaboration among the public, private, and nonprofit sectors. In 2013, former Mayor Lee 
Leffingwell identified the Northeast portion of downtown Austin for an Austin Innovation Zone. 
Along with Senator Kirk Watson, Mayor Leffingwell appointed more than two dozen local 
business owners and communities stakeholders to an Innovation District Advisory Group to 
explore implementing an innovation zone surrounding the currently under-construction 
University of Texas Dell Medical School, and to examine the effects the zone would have on the  
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Austin region. In December 2014, the Austin City Council directed City Manager Marc Ott to 
proceed with establishing the Zone. 

Several Austin anchor institutions currently are collaborating on forming the Innovation Zone. 
The UT medical school will serve as the centerpiece of the Zone, and the City of Austin is 
playing a major role in forming the Zone. Also, Seton Hospital is developing a new teaching 
hospital within the proposed Innovation Zone, and consequently, Central Health currently is 
assessing how to repurpose its Brackenridge campus that is adjacent to the new Dell Medical 
School.  Leveraging this collaboration between the public and private sectors will result in the 
projected creation of 7,000 jobs and $2.7 billion in sales upon completion.1 

Data collection for this report involved research, surveys, interviews, focus groups, and 
conference attendance. We conducted four focus groups composed of local community leaders to 
gather ideas about Austin’s needs, local anchor institutions, the proposed innovation district, and 
anchor collaborations to address local problems. Also, we used phone and in-person interviews 
with local leaders to gather more in-depth information regarding these issues. Using internet data 
collection, we compiled current information on Austin institutions and their goals, as well as 
Imagine Austin initiatives. Additionally, we conducted a literature review of relevant published 
materials on innovation districts, anchor institutions, and local partnerships. The research team 
developed the Austin Anchor Dashboard to measure community level outcomes and progress 
towards the Imagine Austin Vision. The Dashboard consists of Key Performance Indicators to 
evaluate Austin's success in attaining this vision, and it offers suggestions for specific actions 
that Anchors may take to contribute to Austin's community-wide success. 

After data collection, team members developed several major research themes. The four focus 
groups gave the team insight into how community leaders envision anchor institutions’ roles, and 
their community responsibilities; furthermore, the team learned how these individuals perceive 
the proposed Innovation Zone, and the positive and negative community effects that it could 
have. Team members also attended various community forums and workshops to discover core 
community concerns. 

To identify best practices for Austin’s proposed Innovation Zone, researchers examined the 
following existing innovation districts: 22@ Barcelona; Cleveland Health Tech Corridor; the 
CORTEX Innovation Community in St. Louis; Fulton Market in Chicago; Kendall Square in 
Cambridge; Mission Bay in San Francisco; Pittsburgh Central Keystone; South Boston 
Waterfront; South Lake Union in Seattle; Texas Medical Center; and University City in 
Philadelphia. The case studies provided various approaches to governance structures and insight 
into how Austin can achieve Imagine Austin’s goals including engaging the community, 
providing affordable housing, offering business services, leveraging public transit, and creating 
education pipelines. 
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Introduction 

General Introduction 

Austin’s tremendous growth is expected to continue with the population doubling by 2050.2 This 
growth reflects Austin’s numerous attractive qualities, including an unemployment rate below 
four percent3, robust job growth projections,4 and a vibrant entertainment and cultural scene. 
However, Austin also faces considerable challenges. Over the last ten years, median housing 
prices have increased by 85 percent, traffic congestion has worsened, and the benefits of 
increased prosperity have not been distributed equally.5 Indeed, 44 percent of children under the 
age of 18 in Austin are low income.6 A 2015 study by the Equality of Opportunity Project found 
that Travis County provided worse income mobility for poor children than 87 percent of all 
counties in the United States.7 While rapid growth brings considerable opportunities, it also may 
intensify these challenges. This report seeks to identify how Austin’s anchor institutions and the 
proposed Innovation Zone can help Austin mobilize its strengths to address issues such as 
housing affordability, sustainability, equity, and mobility. 

Anchor institutions are geographically immobile organizations whose hiring, purchasing, or 
other institutional capacities have a significant effect on local economies. Research often cites 
hospitals and universities, for instance, as anchor institutions, but other entities also can be 
anchors. In an increasingly interconnected, and often volatile, international economy, anchor 
institutions can provide local economies with stability and resilience. Given their economic 
effect, anchor institutions also can help address community sustainability and equity issues.  

As economic activity has shifted from manufacturing towards the “knowledge-based economy,” 
innovation districts also can promote economic stability and resilience as a source of urban 
economic development. Innovation districts are mixed-use, urban areas that foster new 
technologies, patents, and businesses by bringing together anchor institutions, start-ups, business 
accelerators, cutting-edge private companies, and established institutions into a pedestrian 
friendly and accessible area that frequently incorporates housing, retail, and office space.8 While 
innovation districts often center on local anchor institutions, they also are part of a broader 
ecosystem that incorporates community partners who are not located immediately within the 
district.  

The research team established the following questions to explore how Austin’s anchor 
institutions and the proposed Innovation Zone can help address Austin’s community concerns. 

With respect to the broader Austin community, the research team sought to understand: 

• Which concerns would the community like to see addressed? 
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• What is the perspective of local organizations and community members regarding Austin’s 
anchor institutions and the proposed innovation zone? 

 
In terms of Austin anchor institutions, the research team explored:  

• What motivates institutions to act as anchors? 

• Who are some of the potential anchor institutions in Austin? 

• What are the community concerns that anchor institutions can help address? 

• What steps can anchors take to address the issues facing the community? 

• How can Austin’s anchor institutions gauge their success in meeting community needs? 

• What opportunities for collaboration exist among anchor institutions and with community 
partners? 

 
Regarding the proposed Austin Innovation Zone, the research team analyzed: 

• What are some examples of innovation districts around the country that can inform the 
development of Austin’s innovation zone? 

• What best practices might be applicable to Austin’s unique context? 

 
To tackle the first set of questions, the research team drew upon the goals and concerns outlined 
in the Imagine Austin Comprehensive Plan. As a community-vetted framework, Imagine Austin 
outlines a vision that could guide Austin’s anchor institutions.  

To identify community member’s perspectives on Austin’s anchor institutions and the proposed 
innovation zone, the research team conducted four focus groups with a diverse mix of local 
stakeholders. Additionally, the team hosted speakers and attended a number of forums and 
workshops to gain community input.  

To address the questions about Austin’s anchor institutions, the research team identified local 
anchor institution examples on the basis of their economic size, immobility, community ties, and 
motivation. Next, the team explored possible opportunities for collaboration between anchors by 
identifying areas where anchor’s programmatic efforts and missions overlapped. These 
opportunities are identified in the “Mission Matrix.”  Furthermore, the team established an 
“Anchor Dashboard” so anchors can gauge the outcomes of their efforts. Finally, team members 
identified anchor motivations, challenges, and best practices.  
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To address the questions related to Austin’s proposed innovation zone, the research team 
identified eleven innovation districts—From Mission Bay, San Francisco to Barcelona, Spain—
with features applicable to Austin. From these districts, the team identified best practices to help 
inform Austin’s efforts.  

We begin, with a brief discussion of the City of Austin and the University of Texas to provide 
context for the report, and then, we outline our methodology. 

The City of Austin and the University of Texas at Austin 

Austin Background 

The City of Austin is the capital of Texas. The City’s Mexican origin dates back to the 1830s, 
and, in 1837, the first Anglo-American settlers founded the village of Waterloo on the banks of 
the Colorado River. In 1839, Congress renamed Waterloo “Austin”, after Stephen F. Austin. 
With a population of 885,400, Austin is the 11th most populous city in the United States.9,10 
Since 2011, many entities have lauded Austin with more than fifty local and national rankings, in 
categories such as economic growth, environmental leadership, education, real estate, and quality 
of life.11  

The city’s numerous music and food festivals, recreational activities, and robust economic 
growth make Austin a unique place in which to live. However, not all of Austin’s residents share 
in its new prosperity. For example, a 2015 study conducted by the University of Toronto named 
Austin the most economically segregated major city in the United States.12 The City faces 
various challenges including housing affordability, sustainability, and mobility. 

Housing Affordability 

In the last decade, Austin grew by 200,000 residents.13 The 2014 Comprehensive Housing 
Market Study by the City of Austin identified a housing gap of 41,000 units, comparing the 
supply of housing at various price levels with what households can afford at different income 
levels.14 According to the National Association of Realtors, the median home price in Austin was 
$243,800 in the fourth quarter of 2014, an increase of 10.7 percent compared with 2013.  In this 
high-priced housing market, record low vacancy rates have increased competition among low 
and moderate-income renters for affordable housing.  

Sustainability 

The Imagine Austin Vision Statement stresses the following sustainability-related goals: 1) 
prosperity and jobs, 2) conservation and the environment, and 3) community health, equity, and 
cultural vitality.15 These goals ensure a high quality of life for current and future generations. A 
sustainable economy requires investments in workforce development, education, and local green 
businesses.  Additionally, the Austin Community Climate Plan aims for net-zero community-
wide greenhouse gas emissions by 2050.16 In response to anticipated population growth, the City 
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also must grapple with providing equal access to community health services, social services, and 
healthy food. 

Mobility 

Austin has been ranked 13th nationwide in traffic congestion.17 In response to increased traffic 
congestion and related costs, Imagine Austin specifies “a renewed interest in creating a system 
incorporating all transportation choices.” The 2014 defeat of the proposed light rail and road 
improvement bond “Prop 1,” has made the future of Austin’s transportation infrastructure 
uncertain. 

University of Texas History    

The University of Texas is an important anchor in the City of Austin, and it will play a pivotal 
role in the proposed Austin Innovation Zone. The Texas Legislature established the University in 
1881, following a directive in the 1876 constitution. On September 15, 1883, the University of 
Texas at Austin (UT) formally opened for students, although classes were held in the Capital 
building as late as January 1884. In its original layout, UT’s campus consisted of a forty-acre 
tract on College Hill. Subsequently, the University acquired additional land, forming a 431-acre 
campus. After World War II, the University’s enrollment increased tremendously, and the Texas 
Legislature granted it eminent domain powers to purchase property adjacent to the campus on the 
north, east, and south sides.  

The University and Community Involvement  

Since its founding, the University has had a rich history of community involvement and positive 
contributions to Austin. In 2007, the University launched the Division of Diversity and 
Community Engagement (DDCE) focusing on three main objectives: (1) ensuring the university 
is responsive to and positively affects the neighboring community; (2) ensuring community 
engagement remains a prominent aspect of the university’s core academic mission; and (3) 
creating new opportunities for expanded and coordinated ties between the community and 
university.   

The Division’s Community Engagement Center in East Austin works to facilitate positive 
relationships between the University and underserved Austin communities. The Center’s team 
consists of members from the Regional Foundation Library, the Social Justice Institute, the 
Colony Park Sustainable Community Initiative, the African American Cultural Heritage District, 
the Sande Youth Project, and Foodways Texas. They focus on increasing community resources, 
facilitating social justice activities, and engaging marginalized populations to improve the 
community and embrace diversity. UT also provides volunteer programs, such as The Project, 
creating hundreds of community service hours in underprivileged neighborhoods. Other 
programs provide similar support to nonprofit and community organizations across the city. UT 
has played an integral role in community building in Austin, in addition to acting as a premier 
research institution.  
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The African-American Community and the University of Texas 

The University has a long history with the Austin African-American community. Prior to the 
1950’s, African-American students could not attend UT because of the “separate but equal” 
doctrine of the State Department of Education that allowed the University to be designated as a 
white institution. In 1946, Herman Marion Sweatt, an African-American veteran, applied and 
was denied admission to the UT School of Law. Sweatt filed suit against the University since the 
State did not have a law school for African-American students. The District Court established 
that if a “separate but equal” law school could be created, then, UT would not have to admit 
African-American students. The case went to the Supreme Court, which ruled that educational 
opportunities for law students were not “substantially” equal in the State, so the UT School of 
Law had to admit African-American students. 

In 1954, with the Brown v. Board of Education ruling, the Supreme Court declared “separate but 
equal” unconstitutional, opening up educational institutions to African-American students. 
Implementation of the new law was slow, but the University initiated numerous policies over 
time to promote diversity. These included: minority recruitment in the 1960’s, diversity 
recruitment plans in the 1970’s, and implementation of affirmative action in the 1980’s. 
Ultimately, the Hopwood v. Texas ruling in 1996 barred the University from considering race in 
admissions. Consequently, the University has made other attempts to improve diversity among 
its student body.  

University Expansion and Disputes with the Blackland Neighborhood 

Over time, UT annexed land to its east to accommodate its ever-growing facilities. In 1980, UT 
decided to buy properties up to Chicon Street, extending facilities into the Blackland 
Neighborhood, a minority population neighborhood to the east of the University. The University 
bought rental properties from homeowners, displacing the mostly low-income renters. The 
neighborhood decided to oppose the University’s continued expansion, and formed the 
Blackland Neighborhood Association. After 12 years of negotiation between the two parties, the 
University agreed not to buy any properties east of Leona Street. Furthermore, the University 
agreed to revert the ownership of any properties bought before the dispute back to the 
neighborhood. In 1983, the neighborhood formed the Blackland Community Development 
Corporation, a nonprofit, that aims to build, maintain, and purchase housing for low-income 
families.  

The Blackland Neighborhood land dispute has influenced the image of UT in East Austin. East 
Austin also has gentrification issues that have led to tensions between residents and the City of 
Austin. The 1928 Austin City Plan that segregated African-American residents east of I-35 has 
complicated the situation in East Austin. The University of Texas Division for Community 
Engagement and Diversity is working with the East Austin community to forge a better 
relationship. Most recently, the University worked with the Blackland Community Development 
Corporation to finalize a plan to build housing on UT owned land east of Interstate 35. The plan 
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that has not been approved yet by the UT Board of Regents, would provide housing to more than 
700 graduate students, a 2,000-space parking garage, and a 12-court tennis center.18  

 
Literature Review: Anchor Institutions, Key Performance 

Indicators, and Innovation Districts 

The following literature review presents some of the materials written on Anchor Institutions’, 
Key Performance Indicators, and Innovation Districts. The first section focuses on the changing 
roles of large and immobile institutions in their communities over the past century. It highlights 
recent examples of community involvement and the Anchor Institution concept, contributing to 
our understanding of the diverse definitions of Anchor Institutions and to various types of 
Anchor Institution community involvement. The second section focuses on Key Performance 
Indicators (KPI’s), or measures to assess community involvement by organizations such as 
anchor institutions, contributing to our understanding of measurements to develop the Dashboard 
section of our report. The final portion of the Literature Review focuses on theories and 
examples using the Innovation District concept, and it informed some of the key theories in our 
report of Innovation District development.    

 History of Anchor Institutions and Surrounding Communities  

Over the past century, large and immobile institutions have become more engaged and involved 
with their surrounding communities. Segregation increased during the 1950’s, as white and 
wealthy urbanites began to leave city centers in what came to be known as “white flight.” The 
1960’s saw marked increases in poverty, urban unemployment, decaying infrastructure, 
defunded schools, and other socio-economic issues, while the poorest residents often were 
concentrated in city centers.19 Central universities, hospitals, and other immobile institutions 
found themselves, as part of the neighborhoods most affected by these issues, intimately 
concerned with alleviating these problems.20 Hence, these institutions greatly increased their 
community commitments. 

This is not to say that universities, hospitals, and other institutions were not involved in their 
communities previously. Where hospitals used to take charity cases, they now host preventative 
health programs in local schools. Where universities used to simply offer classes, they now 
participate in volunteer and service-learning projects. Where companies took care of their 
employees, they now promote volunteerism and philanthropy. The role of universities, hospitals, 
and other institutions in supporting their surrounding communities now is viewed as a necessary 
element in accomplishing large and expansive community development projects.  

In Beyond'the'Campus:'How'Colleges'and'Universities'Form'Partnerships'with'their'Communities,"David 
Maurrasse argues that city anchors are increasingly significant in leveraging urban revitalization, 
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in community building, and in providing for community needs.21 Institutional collaborations 
have contributed to various projects, including the introduction of broadband networks to cities,22 
affordable housing investment,23 construction of housing both for new and traditional residents,24 
and funding public transportation routes.25 Institutional collaborations also have provided 
improved educational opportunities for adults and children, offered greater access to 
healthcare,26 jump started small businesses,27 developed cultural and physical spaces to foster 
innovation,28 and participated in myriad other initiatives to foster wealth and wellbeing in their 
communities.  

The role of universities as employers, educators, and community members makes them among 
the most important institutional supporters of their communities. In a 1999 Brookings Institution 
report, Harkavy and Zuckerman noted that in each of the 20 largest cities in the United States, 
higher education or medical institutions were among the top ten private employers.29 Luter and 
Taylor point out in Anchor Institutions: An Interpretive Review Essay that education, the primary 
function of the University, is itself a community service.30 The immobility of large and often 
aged universities makes them an inextricable part of their neighborhoods, giving them a stake in 
neighborhood concerns.31   

The Road Half Traveled: University Engagement at the Crossroads, by Axelroth-Hodges and 
Dubb, examines issues of immobility, social mission, location, and other factors as influences on 
anchor behavior, noting the mutual benefit derived from anchor-community involvement. The 
authors provide several examples of university-community partnerships.  Among these, they 
point to The University of Pennsylvania’s investment in the University City neighborhoods of 
West Philadelphia a community redevelopment partnership example that benefitted both the 
community and the University. By investing in the community, the partnership created additional 
housing and economic opportunity for the neighborhood’s traditional residents while providing a 
more attractive environment around the University for students and faculty. Axelroth-Hodges 
and Dubb also point to local community and public school partnerships, health partnerships, and 
other contributions that universities may offer their communities, leading to more educated 
employees and students.   

Other institutions may participate in similar partnerships. Agrawal and Cockburn, in The Anchor 
Tenant Hypothesis, note that commercial high-tech initiatives to bring broadband and other 
amenities to areas without service, though partly to serve the self-interest of the companies, 
ultimately benefit communities as a whole.32 Anchor Institutions and Local Economic 
Development through Procurement!discusses local procurement strategies that, by linking large 
institutions and local businesses, ultimately generate benefits for the institutions and local 
suppliers.33 Holden, in An Anchor in Clean Water found that businesses participating in the Great 
Bay Watershed Improvement Program felt their involvement benefitted both the business and the 
community, as association with the project resulted in a more advantageous business climate for 
the companies.34 
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In Re-Conceptualizing Social Anchors in Community Development,"Clopton and Finch note that 
universities, schools, libraries, cultural institutions, community centers, and other institutions 
serve as social anchors in their communities by providing a space to develop social capital and 
collaborate on larger goals.35 In Public Schools as Neighborhood Anchor Institutions, Taylor, 
McGlynn, and Lutin discuss the role of public schools as a community hub in Buffalo, New 
York, serving as a social nexus for parents, children, and community members. Similarly, 
churches and community centers may provide social environments for direct community support 
and collaboration among community actors. The Role of the Congregation in Community 
Service: A Philanthropic Case Study discusses contributions made in Grand Rapids, MI, by a 
collaborative, faith-based effort called the Gatherings of Hope Initiative (GHI) that established a 
citywide supplemental child education program to address underperformance in local schools.36 

Key Performance Indicators  

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are “a measure or a set of measures that describes a complex 
social, economic or physical reality…which offer knowledge and insights about the health and 
well-being of a community.”37 In the 1990s, KPI projects began tracking sustainability and 
quality of life indicators. KPIs are tools for analysis and decision-making using quantifiable data 
to assess whether conditions are improving, continuing at a steady pace, or deteriorating.38 

In 1994, the United Nations Development Programme first defined social indicators as statistics 
that facilitate concise, comprehensive, and balanced judgments about a society’s condition. 
Social indicators measure specific aspects of well-being in a community and indicate whether 
improvements have occurred. Anchor institutions—from the public sector and universities to 
corporations and community foundations—can use KPIs to evaluate their performance and to 
track progress. The successful use of indicators relies on consistent measurement and availability 
of reliable statistics. 
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Table 2.1 
Guidelines for community specific indicators 

1 
Indicators should focus on "quality of life" measures and "output" and “outcome” indicators 
rather than "input" indicators assumed to contribute to positive outcomes.39 

2 

Create routine measurement processes for indicators that help avoid data manipulation. 
However, routine procedures may become somewhat inflexible, a downside to 
institutionalization that can be addressed by revisiting indicators’ relevance on a regular 
basis.40 

3 
For indicators that cannot be quantified with statistics such as public opinion, weighting 
systems should be created to evaluate community input.41 

4 
Indicators containing several different variables should not be combined because 
interpreting their meaning can become skewed.42 

5 

Establish and maintain scales for planning indicators that differ based on the area being 
measured such as city, regional, or neighborhood level) and the type of indicator such as 
infrastructure, or environment. Collecting this information likely will be constrained by data 
availability at each level.43 

6 
Understand how specific indicators interconnect even across policy areas so that causal 
relationships between indicators can be evaluated.44 

7 Indicators should cater to each stakeholder that their measurement addresses.45 

8 
Indicators should be comparable across communities. Indicators should be general enough 
to be compared to others.46 

 

Challenges to Developing and Maintaining KPIs 

Common challenges organizations’ face in developing and maintaining KPIs are the quality of 
statistics, how free the data is from political interference, and data availability.47 One study by 
Cardiff found that up to 70 percent of the most relevant data sources come from the private 
sector and may not be publically available.48 Other challenges include difficulty in ascertaining 
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how indicators affect policy outcomes and a lack of guidance on the interpretations of indicator 
values.  

Other literature identifies problems with performance indicators at the organizational level. Some 
institutions, especially in the public and nonprofit sectors, have difficulty defining clear 
organizational objectives or have inadequate data management systems.49 Andrew Likierman, 
Dean of the London School of Business, points out the danger that “what gets measured gets 
done” and that performance will be skewed towards what is being measured.50 Selecting 
indicators that address specific cultural and environmental contexts can be difficult.  Also, 
selecting indicators specific to certain social groups can be difficult, since biases may be 
reflected in the chosen indicators.51 

Innovation District Origins 

In addition to exploring the role of anchor institutions in the community, this report examines, 
and provides some best practices for innovation districts with significant anchor involvement. 
The term “innovation district” is relatively new in policy discussions, and it appears sparsely in 
peer-reviewed academic literature.52 Moreover, in the limited literature available, there is no 
consensus on the definition of a district, its geographic scope, or its role in economic 
development.53 Little empirical research exists on innovation districts, perhaps in part, due to 
their relative newness (the earliest academic reference to “innovation district” in this literature 
review is from 1999),54 and perhaps, due to the fact that the all of the cases available for analysis 
are local and, therefore, may not be generalized to a broader context.55 However, literature does 
exist on several closely related terms. The related concepts of the industrial district, knowledge-
based economy, New Industrial District, and “innovation milieu” are important to understanding 
the relevance of innovation districts in current policy discussions.  

Innovation and Competitiveness in the Industrial District 

Recent policy papers have highlighted 19th century industrial districts and manufacturing 
clusters as precursors to the contemporary innovation district.56 In the late 19th century, 
economist Alfred Marshall proposed a theory of industrial districts, emphasizing the role of 
spatial proximity, industry specialization, and a shared workforce in creating highly competitive 
clusters of small and medium-sized manufacturing firms.57 Marshall suggested that informal 
relationships and shared resources available to densely co-located firms made clusters of small 
firms more competitive than large, isolated manufacturing firms.58 Today, research has 
confirmed the demonstrable economic benefits of industrial clustering for firm competitiveness, 
productivity, and efficiency, sometimes referred to as the “district effect.”59 In 2009, Boix and 
Galleto coined the term “I-District” effect to describe heightened innovation levels in modern 
industrial districts, demonstrating that small-firm industrial clusters are more innovative than 
isolated large firms, despite large firms’ access to economies of scale.  
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The Knowledge-based Economy and Creative Class 

Moreover, in recent decades, the global shift to a knowledge-based economy has contributed to 
the evolution of the industrial district model into the innovation model.60 Characteristics of the 
“knowledge economy” include transferring information via creative technological hubs, and 
emphasizing creative goods and services over the manufactured products and processes of the 
previous economic era.61 Economists increasingly are recognizing human capital as a key 
ingredient in this new economic model, and some literature on innovation districts highlights 
cities’ recent attempts at rebranding themselves to attract top talent.62 Richard Florida famously 
pioneered the concept of the “creative class” in his 2002 book, The Rise of the Creative Class, 
emphasizing the role of technology, science, art, media, academic and other creative 
professionals in fostering urban economic development and innovation.63 According to 
innovation district scholars such as Charnock, Purcell, and Ribera-Fumaz, cities now are striving 
to attract this creative class as they seek to compete in the global knowledge-based economy.64   

Globalization, New Industrial Districts, and the “Innovation Milieu” 

The transition to a knowledge-based economy has prompted cities to overhaul their economic 
development strategies. Currently, cities face pressure to compete in an increasingly volatile 
global marketplace giving them an incentive to become economic change agents. In his 1999 
paper, Raco suggests that the city is better positioned than the state to respond to the increasing 
movement of human capital and information across national political borders, and that local or 
regional economic policy can foster resiliency in an era of global economic uncertainty.65 Raco 
identifies and analyzes “New Industrial Districts,” such as Silicon Valley, that have prospered 
under increased global competition and rapid economic change. Characteristics of New 
Industrial Districts include high levels of innovation and economic performance, as well as a 
new emphasis on relationships between firms. They also have cultures that facilitate an optimal 
balance between firm competition and collaboration. These districts also have a larger role for 
local social, legal, and political systems in fostering collaboration. 

Raco believes that cities’ unique histories and environments influence their economic policy 
choices and outcomes. He describes, for example, how the evolution of California’s Silicon 
Valley was relatively market-driven and organic, with federal and state actors facilitating 
development in the background. This report examines the proposed Austin Innovation Zone, not 
only in comparison to innovation districts in other cities, but also, in the context of Austin’s 
history and current social and demographic factors.  

The New Innovation District framework views firms as social actors. Similarly, the term 
“innovation milieu” emphasizes the social and economic characteristics of the territory in which 
an innovation district is located. Increasingly, literature on innovation districts focuses on 
interactions between firms to facilitate local innovation.66 Recent academic literature on 
innovation districts emphasizes creative human capital, as well as relationships between firms, 
which fits more with common use of the innovation district term in U.S. policy discussions.67 
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The Innovation District Today 

Contemporary U.S. policy papers are beginning to define the innovation district as a distinct tool 
for urban and regional economic development, differentiating it from its industrial district 
predecessors. The Brookings Institution offers one authoritative and concise definition of an 
innovation district: “These districts, by our definition, are geographic areas where leading-edge 
anchor institutions and companies cluster and connect with start-ups, business incubators, and 
accelerators. They are also physically compact, transit-accessible, and technically-wired and 
offer mixed-use housing, office, and retail.”68 Innovation districts, by this definition, leverage the 
clustering dynamic of a bygone industrial era with a new emphasis on knowledge, urban density, 
and integration. The American Institute of Architects (AIA) encourages policymakers to 
integrate local innovation centers into an emerging innovation city that “fosters connections, 
creates energy, and inspires creativity… with distinctive urban landscapes, cultures, and 
economic markets, all connected to one another and to the world beyond, while residing within 
the framework of a larger metropolitan area.”69  

Whereas New Industrial Districts, such as Silicon Valley, traditionally have been low-density 
and geographically removed from the urban core,70 today’s innovation districts are distinctly 
urban. Moreover, for many cities, in both Europe and the U.S., the innovation district represents 
an opportunity to revitalize declining industrial spaces.71 Grodach, et al. note that artistic clusters 
tend to emerge in older industrial neighborhoods, not simply because of affordable rents, but also 
because of these neighborhoods’ unique aesthetic, history, and architectural design.72 Much of 
the peer-reviewed academic literature on innovation districts addresses Barcelona’s 22@, for 
which planning began in the late 1990s. Barcelona’s Innovation District seeks to transform the 
formerly industrial Poblenou neighborhood, formerly known as the “Catalan Manchester,” into a 
globally competitive knowledge center.73 Hence, not only are contemporary innovation districts 
distinct from their industrial cluster counterparts, but also, they actually seek to radically 
transform underused industrial spaces to compete in the new knowledge economy. 

 Innovation District Models  

The literature contains two strong models to classify and understand innovation districts. The 
Brookings Institution proposes a new model, applicable to recent local economic development 
initiatives in the U.S. Clark, Huang, and Walsh, by comparison, demonstrate how an industrial 
district model can be used to analyze innovation in regional industrial clusters. Clark, Huang, 
and Walsh successfully have used the industrial district model to conduct empirical research on 
innovation. However, the Brookings Institution model speaks more specifically to recent policy 
and development initiatives. The Brookings Institution identifies three types of innovation 
districts:74 

 
1. Anchor Plus – These districts usually are clustered around an established anchor institution. 

An example is Kendall Square near the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). 
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2. Re-imagined Urban Areas – These are districts where the city is revitalizing and refurbishing 
underused space in the urban core. An example is Boston’s South Waterfront Innovation 
District. 

3. Urbanized Science Park – These districts expand upon the suburban research park. 
Traditionally, research and science parks were isolated from the urban core, but some cities 
are increasing the density of these developments and adding additional resources to help 
them become innovation hubs. An example would be the Research Park Triangle in North 
Carolina. 

These models are simple, intuitive, and applicable to the U.S. context. However, they have not 
been tested yet in any rigorous empirical analysis. Clark, Huang, and Walsh, by comparison, 
successfully have used the industrial district model to study the relationship between firm 
composition and innovation in regional industrial districts.  

Clark, Huang, and Walsh use economic geographer Ann Markusen’s model to identify four 
industrial district types: 

4. Marshallian – These districts contain a large number of small firms and a high level of 
collaboration between small firms. 

5. Hub-and-Spoke – These districts are dominated by a small number of large firms in a single 
industry. 

6. Satellite Platform – These districts also are dominated by a small number of large firms, but 
are not homogeneous with respect to industry or technology. They may be characterized by a 
number of branch locations, with research and development located off-site. 

7. State-anchored – These are districts dominated by a government employer or university. 

Importantly, Clark, Huang, and Walsh find that small and medium-sized firm clusters produce a 
similar number of overall patents to large-firm clusters, and actually outperform large-firm 
clusters with respect to small-firm patents and GDP per capita. State-anchored districts also 
produced a high number of university and non-profit patents, as well as GDP per capita. 
Comparatively, districts dominated by larger firms have a high number of overall patents, but a 
low number of small-firm patents and a significantly lower GDP per capita. Clark, Huang, and 
Walsh suggest that large-firm dominance may stifle innovation in small and medium-sized firms, 
and that this has a negative effect on income and regional resilience. They identify the Austin 
metropolitan area as a hub-and-spoke model, dominated by a small number of large firms in a 
single industry. Based on this model and their findings, Clark, Huang and Walsh recommend that 
cities and regions implement policies to stimulate small-firm innovation and mitigate the 
negative effects of large-firm dominance. 
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Given its relative newness, there is little consistency in the literature on how to concretely define 
or measure an innovation district and its activities. The scope of geographic analysis varies from 
the city to the metropolitan or regional area, and researchers measure innovation in various ways, 
from number of patents to amount of venture capital funding. Moreover, researchers have not 
conducted an empirical analysis of the few case studies located in the U.S. Several policy 
publications have attempted to identify and examine recent U.S. developments, such as the 
Boston Innovation District, but most academic literature on innovation districts addresses the 
Barcelona case study. The research on Barcelona primarily points out the development’s 
weaknesses, questioning whether innovation districts can successfully facilitate innovation. Most 
literature on innovation districts has a European and international context, and a focus on global 
competitiveness. Austin’s proposed Innovation Zone may deviate from the models presented in 
the literature because it is not intended to revitalize a decaying industrial center. It is, instead, an 
attempt to promote dense urban infill in a compact, downtown area around an anchor-centered 
university development. The proposed Innovation Zone likely fits Brooking’s description of the 
“anchor-plus” innovation district model; although, Austin’s regional innovation landscape 
historically has been dominated by large private-sector firms in a single industry.  

Research Implications 

This report adds to the current body of research by examining the unique role of anchor 
institutions in Austin and expanding upon the traditional university-focused anchor literature to 
include corporate, cultural, and other public and nonprofit institutional actors. The report also 
evaluates innovation districts with significant anchor involvement and provides up-to-date 
information on U.S. innovation districts. As in the existing literature, the research team 
experienced challenges with ambiguous definitions and measurement, both for anchor 
institutions and innovation districts. The definitions that this report proposes are informed by and 
add to the existing body of literature on these emerging topics. The literature on KPI’s and 
corporate social responsibility informs the report’s work on the Austin Anchor Dashboard. The 
report, additionally, reflects on insights from the literature to better evaluate and understand 
Austin’s proposed Innovation Zone. This report considers the insights offered by academic 
literature, case studies from other cities, and Austin’s history and environment in light of 
Austin’s proposed Innovation Zone. 
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Methodology 

Anchor Database Ranking System Methodology 

Geographic Scope 

The research team selected potential Anchor institutions based on their location within the 
Austin Metropolitan Statistical Area, defined by the U.S. Census Bureau as Bastrop, Caldwell, 
Hays, Travis, and Williamson Counties.  We focused on the organizations that specifically had 
influence in the city limits of the City of Austin.  

Researchers chose potential Anchor institutions based on four criteria related to size and 
community ties:  

 

Table 3.1 
 Criteria and Rating System 

Economic Power 
 

Number of 
Employees 

Taxable 
Land Value 

Headquarter
s in Austin 

MSA 
Non-profit 

organizations 
and public 

entities 

Businesses 
Cultural 

organizations 

Operating 
budgets for 
2013, taken 
from each 
organization’s 
annual report 
or website  

2013 
Revenue in 
the Austin 
MSA, taken 
from each 
company’s 
annual report 
or website 

Estimated 
economic 
impact of their 
event(s) for 
2013, taken 
from 
individual 
websites and 
the City of 
Austin annual 
report 

Data taken 
from the 
Austin 
Chamber of 
Commerce 
list of Major 
Employers 
in Greater 
Austin75 

Data 
aggregated 
from the 
Travis 
Central 
Appraisal 
District 
website of 
taxable land 
values76 

Data taken 
from 
individual 
company 
websites 
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We assigned each entity a point for each of the following categories when it was above the 25th 
percentile of all candidates: Economic Power, Number of Employees, and Taxable Land Value. 
We gave entities a fourth point if their headquarters were in the Austin MSA. The team 
considered entities with three or four points to be potential Anchor Institutions in Austin. 

To establish an institution’s motivation to be involved in and influence the surrounding 
community we attempted to ascertain the philanthropic budgets for businesses. However, most of 
the businesses we researched and contacted did not have figures that measured their giving only 
within the Austin MSA. Therefore, we used a qualitative approach to establish the philanthropic 
efforts and community involvement of businesses. Nonprofit organizations and public entities 
exist for the purpose of community betterment, so we analyzed their programs to discover 
connections across sectors and organizations. 

Challenges 

Many sizable businesses with a significant employee base in the Austin area are large, 
international corporations; hence, it was impossible to find revenues specific to their Austin 
operations. Taxable land values came exclusively from the Travis Central Appraisal District.  
This had the advantage of providing consistency, since different appraisal districts use different 
methods, but it meant that we did not include land outside of Travis County. The best example of 
this is the company Dell, which has large properties in Williamson County. Many companies 
whose largest properties are in outlying counties still have significant holdings within Travis 
County, so it is possible that this issue affected our categorizations. 

Imagine Austin Framework Methodology 

To identify and analyze Austin’s core community concerns, the research team used the Imagine 
Austin Comprehensive plan. The Austin City Council adopted the Imagine Austin 
Comprehensive Plan in June 2012. With input from the community and all city departments, the 
plan provides a vision and roadmap for the Austin community. The vision statement was meant 
to be aspirational and look towards Austin’s bicentennial in 2039:  

As it approaches its 200th anniversary, Austin is a beacon of sustainability, social equity, 
and economic opportunity; where diversity and creativity are celebrated; where 
community needs and values are recognized; where leadership comes from its citizens; 
and where the necessities of life are affordable and accessible to all.77  

Thousands of Austin residents provided input to develop the vision through a rigorous 
community engagement process. Input came from a Citizens Advisory Task, staff members from 
all city departments and the public.78 The City of Austin Planning Commission must provide an 
annual report to the City Council about the plan and its implementation. Furthermore, the City 
Council requires a thorough implementation review every five years, along with 
recommendations on updates if needed.79 Thus, the vision presented in the Imagine Austin Plan 
not only is broadly vetted, but also, periodically assessed.  
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Table 3.2 
Seven attributes of the Imagine Austin Vision 

1 

Austin is Livable: Austin must offer its residents affordable and diverse housing options. 
Development is supported by transit and pedestrian-friendly networks that enhance 
neighborhoods while reducing sprawl. Development is friendly for children, seniors and 
individuals with disabilities. Downtown offers a vibrant, safe, day and night time urban 
lifestyle. Austin’s unique character and local businesses are recognized, preserved, and 
sustained. Austin’s residents have access to affordable healthcare and nourishing foods. 

2 

Austin is Natural and Sustainable: Austin has accessible networks of parks and its natural 
beauty and farmland are preserved. Water, energy and other resources are preserved, 
whereas greenhouse gas emissions are reduced. New technologies and open space shape 
planning and create a sustainable community.  

3 
Austin is Mobile and Interconnected: Development is interconnected, supporting public 
transit and a variety of transportation choices. Bicycle and pedestrian access is promoted 
and the transportation is maintained in a way that the city’s natural resources are preserved.  

4 

Austin is Prosperous: The local economy is resilient and equitable, providing access 
through quality education, training and good jobs. Innovation and creativity drives Austin’s 
economy in the arts, research and technology. Economic development in the city does not 
strain natural resources or harm the environment. 

5 

Austin Values and Respects its People: Government in Austin must be transparent and 
accountable with Austinites having access to affordable housing, healthy food, economic 
opportunity, healthcare, education and transport. Equal rights are afforded to all residents 
including historically underrepresented communities. The history of Austinites is preserved 
and protected.  

6 

Austin is Creative: Austin attracts and retains talented and creative individuals and creative 
efforts reflect the diversity of the city. Accessible arts and cultural activities allow residents 
and visitors to engage in them freely. Public art, beautiful public spaces, and buildings 
reflect the creativity of the city.   

7 

Austin is Educated: Schools provide safe and stable environments for learning and allow 
Austin’s children to engage with other cultures and development critical thinking. Schools 
and libraries provide learning opportunities and a space for community collaboration. 
Higher education institutions act as incubators for the cultural arts, medicine, industry, 
business and technology; in partnership with the community and private entities.   
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The research team used the Imagine Austin vision and its attributes to guide assessment of core 
Austin community concerns requiring attention from the city’s anchor institutions and to inform 
planning for the proposed Austin Innovation Zone.  

Innovation District Case Studies Methodology 

The research team created a case study database that organized districts from around the country 
based on research university presence, population, population growth, and hospital presence. The 
team created this database after an initial survey of academic research, current information, and 
policy research on innovation districts. From subsequent research, the team developed an initial 
list of eighteen innovation districts for further study.  

Table 3.3 
Initial Innovation District List 

Kendall Square Boston Las Vegas Project 
22@Barcelona Chicago Fulton Market 

Philadelphia’s University City Phoenix 
South Boston Waterfront Charlotte 
South Lake Union Seattle Atlanta 

Greater Oakland Riverside/San Bernardino, CA 
Neighborhood Pittsburgh Orlando 

Detroit Dallas 
San Francisco Houston 

Research Triangle Park Raleigh St. Louis CORTEX 
 

We included districts in the final list if they met any of the following criteria. 1) The district was 
in a city with characteristics comparable to Austin regarding demographics, population growth, 
economic environment, and anchor involvement; 2) the practices of the innovation district 
addressed issues outlined in Imagine Austin such as equity, sustainability, workforce 
development, affordability, local business procurement, and mobility; or 3) the district exhibited 
programmatic best practices related to government involvement, catalyzing entity, governance 
structure, physical land and water features, land ownership, and funding.    
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Table 3.4 
Final List 

Kendall Square Boston Cleveland Health Tech Corridor 
22@Barcelona Chicago Fulton Market 

Philadelphia’s University City Houston Medical District 
South Boston Waterfront Mission Bay San Francisco 

St. Louis CORTEX Innovation Community South Lake Union Seattle 
Pittsburgh Central Keystone Innovation Zone  

  

Interviews 

To augment existing research, the team conducted interviews with representatives of each 
innovation district to address questions regarding land ownership and acquisition, funding, 
governance, and impact on the surrounding community. The research team incorporated the 
findings from these interviews into each case study. 

Limitations 

The research team has identified limitations to research conducted within the case study section. 
While no existing innovation district has resolved the numerous issues facing urban areas, such 
as affordability, congestion, and equity, many case studies provide insight into how Austin could 
move forward in executing its own innovation zone. Others—while perhaps not addressing 
logistical issues in a context that is a perfect replica of Austin’s circumstances—provide best 
practices in terms of leveraging anchor institution involvement or other innovative practices that 
contribute to the overall welfare of the community’s residents. Finally, many innovation districts 
are relatively new, so measureable outcomes were not available.  

Data Collection Methodology: Anchor Community Partners  

During the fall of 2014 and spring of 2015, the team consulted official websites of 28 potential 
anchor institutions. The team documented community organizations in the Austin MSA that 
implement programs in partnership with anchors, or that currently receive grants or philanthropic 
funding from a potential anchor. The team consulted the official websites for all 28 potential 
anchors but only located data on local community partnerships for 16 of them. After collecting 
the data, the research team analyzed thematic trends in anchor-community partnerships by 
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assigning each community organization an Imagine Austin value statement based on its mission 
and stated program activities, as described on its website. 

 Limitations 

The dataset only includes current community partners that the potential anchors have identified 
on their official websites. It is possible that other partnerships exist but are not listed there. 
Hence, the data are limited in scope and potentially skewed by differing levels of information 
provided on organizations’ websites. For example, grant-making anchors, such as the St. David’s 
Foundation, appear more likely to include exhaustive lists of grant partners on their website. 
Anchors headquartered in Austin, or whose geographic scope of business is primarily confined to 
the Austin area, also appear more likely to maintain a page detailing local community 
engagement efforts. By comparison, most anchors with a large regional or national presence, 
such as Samsung, Intel, Google, Hewlett-Packard, or AT&T, maintain a page on corporate social 
responsibility but do not list community-level efforts within the Austin MSA. Some anchors, 
such as HEB, allude to a large portfolio of in-kind or annual community donations but do not 
provide an exhaustive list. This appears to be especially true of for-profit companies where grant 
making and philanthropy are not primary activities. Additionally, the University of Texas at 
Austin is comprised of numerous schools, divisions, and research centers that may maintain their 
own community partnerships. Due to time and resource constraints, the research team culled 
partnerships only from UT’s Community Engagement site.80 Due to these limitations, the 
research team was cautious not to draw conclusive inferences from the data. The data provide a 
preliminary snapshot of the community partner landscape, but more rigorous research should be 
undertaken before making any conclusive claims. 

Assigning Imagine Austin values to the anchors also presented challenges. Some values contain 
potential overlap. For example, “Educated” and “Relationships with Higher Learning” easily 
overlap with “Prosperous” and “Education/Skills Development.” Programs focusing on STEM 
education for K-12 students or community college programming, for example, can potentially be 
classified under both umbrellas. For this analysis, researchers classified any organization 
working in higher education as “Relationships with Higher Learning.” 

Anchor Missions 

 To evaluate linkages between anchors, the team compiled verbatim anchor missions from each 
institution’s official, public website.  

Dashboard Indicator Selection Methodology 

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) Database 

To establish indicators for the Austin Anchor Dashboard, the team compiled a database of 
indicators from other dashboards based on the following criteria: 
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• The source dashboard is Central Texas specific or Anchor Institution specific. 

• Central Texas Specific - Community Action Network (CAN), Central Texas 
Sustainability Indicators Project, Housing Works 10-1 Analysis 

• Anchor Institution Related - University of Pennsylvania Anchor Dashboard 

• Input from community members, either from surveys or meetings, created the source 
dashboard. 

By compiling a database of relevant, community-vetted indicators, the research team has 
identified the following trends: 

• 87% of the indicators reviewed required “hard” quantitative measurement rather than “soft” 
measures that require creating weighting systems such as willingness to talk to a neighbor or 
perceptions of public safety. 

• Only 4% of the indicators reviewed did not fit into one of the Imagine Austin Vision goals. 
“Austin is Prosperous” was the most commonly noted of the Imagine Austin Vision goals at 
26%. 

• 81% of the indicators reviewed fell into the following four categories, each representing 
more than 10%: Austin is Prosperous, Austin is Livable, Austin is Natural and Sustainable, 
and Austin Values and Respects People. 

The research team selected KPIs for the Austin Anchor Dashboard using trends identified in the 
KPI Database.  

Austin Anchor Dashboard 

The research team’s literature review of KPIs, as well as trends noted when compiling the KPI 
database, informed the team’s methodology for selecting KPIs for the Austin Anchor Dashboard. 
The research team converted the “community level” KPIs from the database into “Anchor level” 
KPIs with a focus on creating KPIs that could be applied by most anchors or interpreted to meet 
that specific anchor’s organizational capacity. The research team assumed that for profit 
companies, nonprofits, public entities and foundations play a similar role in either funding or 
administering programs as it relates to tracking outcomes using KPIs. While foundations and 
nonprofits historically have played more of a role in the development and measurement of 
outcomes, trends noted in the research team’s literature review find that for profit companies 
have developed a strong presence in measuring outcomes through their Corporate Social 
Responsibility functions. Hence, the team applied the following criteria for developing cross-
industry KPIs: 

• Ease of conversion to organizational-scale indicator 
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• Repeat use amongst source dashboards as noted in the KPI Database 

• Ease of measurement 

• Preference for “hard” quantitative measures over “soft” qualitative ones 

• KPI can be measured using existing data sources such as Census Data 

• KPIs should be specific and directly related to community level KPIs and outcomes 

• The research team confirmed the selected indicators by comparing them against 
programmatic information that the team collected about Austin anchors. 

The Austin Anchor Database also informed the number of indicators that the team developed for 
each Imagine Austin Vision attribute. For example, the research team noted that most of the 
potential anchors in Austin are involved in programs related to health care and fewer anchors 
have programs related to arts and culture. Therefore, the team developed more indicators 
measuring health than those measuring creativity. 

 
Stakeholder Outreach 

Introduction 

 

The team received input from a broad spectrum of community leaders about the proposed 
innovation zone and the role of anchor institutions in Austin. Since we needed to communicate 
with a variety of organizations, we used several outreach methods: we interviewed leaders of 
organizations involved with promoting institutional collaboration, we attended community and 
national conferences, and we conducted focus groups with community leaders. This section of 
the report summarizes the information we acquired from our interactions with these stakeholders 
and events.  

Focus Groups 

 
While the research team developed empirical methods to define, evaluate, and identify anchor 
institutions in Austin, we saw value in collecting anecdotal data to measure Austin leaders’ 
familiarity with the anchor institution concept. The focus group series helped better define the 
role of anchor institutions and the roles for the proposed Austin Innovation Zone.  
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Four focus groups occurred during February, each centered on a particular industry and 
conversation. The research team invited participants based on expertise and organizational 
affiliation. The team also considered the diversity of participants, ensuring comprehensive 
representation across the private, public and nonprofit sectors, race, and gender. We invited the 
following sectors to participate in the focus group series; however, not all invited stakeholders 
were able to attend a focus group:  

Table 4.1  
Focus Group Outreach 

Type Invitees 
Affordable housing nonprofit 2 
Arts and culture organizations 4 

Bio-tech companies 1 
Chambers of commerce 4 
Community stakeholders 6 

Economic development nonprofit 3 
Education advocacy groups 3 

Health and medical nonprofit 4 
Healthcare service provider 3 

Institutions of higher learning 4 
Local governmental agencies 5 
Neighborhood associations 4 

Research think-tanks 4 
Sustainability and environmental advocacy 

groups 4 

Technology companies 6 
Workforce development nonprofits 3 

 

Set-Up 

Attendees participated in a 90-minute roundtable conversation lead by members of the research 
team. Each focus group session started with a briefing on the research questions; next, the focus 
group moderators introduced participants to the traditional definition and function of an anchor 
institution, and provided each participant with maps and documents that detailed the plans for the 
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proposed medical district and innovation zone (See Appendix A). After the introduction, 
participants engaged in an open dialogue in response to questions posed by members of the 
research team. In alignment with traditional focus group practice, research team members 
remained neutral and only interjected to provide clarifying information or follow-up questions. 

The two main goals for the focus groups were to 1) evaluate current understanding of the 
potential for anchor institutions and the innovation zone and 2) to gather feedback on best 
practices for collaboration by anchor institutions to help guide and design our Mission Matrix. 
Below is a sample of the questions we asked and the responses we received.  

Table 4.2 
Focus Group Questions and Feedback 

 
How do you define an anchor institution? 

• Any institution that has heft in the community is an anchor - especially local government, 
and—in Austin’s case—state government 

• Anchors are omnipresent in the community - they are sustainable, and they address one of the 
community’s core needs 

• We would notice the absence of an anchor if they left the community 

What responsibilities do anchors have to the community? 

• Anchor institutions are here because of the people, and they have a responsibility to the people; 
it is an enlightened self-interest 

• The responsibility of the anchors has to do with thinking long-term 

How do you define an Innovation District - what do you envision for Austin’s? 

• The innovation district addresses the need for mixed-use development 

• The innovation district provides a place for a diversity of thoughts and interactions 

• The innovation district could include a much broader area – down to Lady Bird Lake and the 
Congress 

What key resources will be necessary to build a successful Innovation District? 
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• Design and leadership - to promote partnership and break down the barriers for business 

• Governmental support is necessary to a successful innovation district 

What are the top priorities for the Innovation District? 

• Engage the existing tech companies with the medical school 

How do you see the zone affecting health care services in Austin? 

• The zone will connect resources and provide innovative solutions to the needs of underserved 
populations 

In what ways do you see the district affecting citywide economic issues? 

• It has the potential to knit East and West Austin back together through job development and 
social innovation 

How can the district incorporate sustainability as a goal? 

• The innovation zone represents a real live laboratory for new initiatives to contribute to 
Austin’s goals to be more livable, sustainable, and accessible.  

 

Conferences and Workshops 

The research team attended various conferences and workshops in Austin and around the country 
regarding Austin issues, anchor institutions, and innovation districts. The goal was to gain 
knowledge about current research and its application in Austin. 
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Table 4.3  
  Workshops and Conferences Attended  

 
 
A brief summary of major points from the conferences and workshops is below: 
 
Austin 

• The proposed Austin Innovation Zone can lead to the convergence of technology and life 
sciences in Austin. 

• The new UT Dell Medical School will be integrated with the current community and serve 
the greater City of Austin. 

• Austin’s unique character must be reflected in the proposed Innovation Zone, and this is a 
great opportunity for the new Medical School and proposed Zone to experiment with service 
and technology. 

• Central Health held a community workshop for public engagement to get input and envision 
the redevelopment of the Central Health Downtown Brackenridge Campus when the new 
Seton Teaching Hospital opens in 2017. 

• The City of Austin has been working on CodeNext, the new zoning standards for Austin that 
correspond to the groundwork laid out by the Imagine Austin plan. Through a community 
engagement process and the consultation of experts a hybrid code is being developed. 

• From Here to There: Setting a Path for Austin’s Code – Austin, TX, September 4, 
2014  

• ATC Life Sciences Summit: Leveraging Austin's Unique MedTech Opportunities – 
Austin, TX, October 28, 2014  

• Central Health Downtown Campus Community Workshop – Austin, TX, November 
18, 2014 

• GOVERNING Summit on Performance & Innovation 2015 – Louisville, KY, 
February 11-12, 2015 

• Central Health Brackenridge Campus Community Forum – Austin, TX, March 6, 
2015 

• ASPA (American Society for Public Administration) 2015 Annual Conference – 
Chicago, IL, March 6-10, 2015 

• CA FWD (California Forward) 2015 Summit on Data, Sacramento, CA, March 19, 
2015 

• SXSW Interactive 2015, Austin, TX, March 13-17, 2015 
• American Planning Association National Conference – Seattle, WA, April 18 - 21, 
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• McCann Adams Studio is working on a master plan for the Central Health Brackenridge 
Campus that will reintroduce the old city grid and break up this super block. 

Anchor Institutions 

• The role of anchor institutions in addressing community challenges was a topic at a number 
of the conferences.   

• Panel sessions included the role of anchors in economic development, finance, public 
engagement and specific issues. 

• Anchor institutions were considered in a broad fashion to see what institutions could be 
integral for positive community influence. 

Innovation Districts 

• The rise of innovation districts in cities around the country was a theme at each conference.   

• Panels included case studies and provided information on best practices and obstacles. 

• Speakers stressed the need for good public transit in the development of a successful 
innovation district. 

• Panels discussed the necessity of preserving historically significant structures to give the 
district a sense of place and preserve historical character.   

• Panelists highlighted the importance of involving the tech industry in developing code 
standards to ensure sufficient ceiling heights and floor plates. 

• Speakers discussed creating pedestrian and bike-friendly districts that are compact and dense. 

• Across the board, panelists discussed the importance of developing and maintaining 
affordable housing in potential districts. 

Class Speakers  

 

As part of the research team’s outreach efforts, the team invited speakers from major Austin 
organizations to discuss community concerns in Austin. This improved our knowledge of the 
major strengths and challenges that the Austin community faces. 
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Table 4.4  
Class Speakers 

  
The speakers talked about three major themes: projects in the city that can be seen as successful 
models, the challenges faced by the city, and the considerations to be taken into account while 
planning the proposed Austin Innovation Zone. 

A brief summary from the class speakers is below:  

Exemplary existing City of Austin programs and projects include 

• The City’s Climate Protection Program aims to make Austin greenhouse gas neutral by 2050. 

• The Austin Green Business Leaders group addresses issues around transportation, water, 
energy, community engagement, and health in a voluntary program that provides business 
with a sustainability scoring system. 

• The Bright Green Futures program funds hands-on sustainability projects with students. 

• Initiatives and organizations such as the Capital Studios Apartment Complex, and 
Foundation Communities are working to address affordable housing issues. 

• The Seaholm District incorporates the City’s approach to green building standards in a 
neighborhood context. 

• The City and local landowners are working on developing the South Central Waterfront 
project as a dense, mixed-use area. 

• The Dell Children’s Hospital anchors the Mueller development in Austin. The design of the 
development ensures that it is connected to east Austin, with nineteen points of entry. 

  

The research team consulted with UT and speakers from the following organizations: 
• Central Health 
• City of Austin 
• Community Advancement Network (CAN) 
• Downtown Austin Alliance 
• McCann Adams studio 
• Seton Healthcare 
•  
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Future considerations for anchors and the proposed Austin Innovation Zone include 

• The proposed Austin Innovation Zone can be developed with a focus on environmental 
sustainability and green performance indicators. 

• The proposed zone must be walkable, must decentralize prosperity and increase equity, and 
must preserve historical properties. 

• Jobs created by the new medical district will not all require a college degree. Skills-based 
workforce development partnerships can help fill the gap, for example, with Austin 
Community College. 

• The revenue produced by the zone may be able to be directed toward social efforts, such as 
improved transportation or workforce development. Tax increment financing and pay-for-
success initiatives, may be able to be used this regard. 

• Collaboration between Austin’s organizations can ensure that Austin continues to grow both 
economically and equitably. 

• Austin’s philanthropic endeavors need to be better integrated. The proposed Innovation Zone 
may be a platform for one such initiative. 

• Redevelopment of the Central Health Brackenridge property must be focused on community 
benefit to the Central Health service population. Furthermore, the Central Health 
Brackenridge Campus redevelopment must ensure a return on investment for Central Health. 

Challenges that need to be addressed include 

• Waller Creek occasionally floods, affecting the Northeast quadrant of downtown. 

• The Capitol View Corridors limit the height of buildings within the view corridors to a 
maximum of four stories, limiting maximum developable square footage. 

• Accessibility to downtown needs to be increased for workers to travel to and from the area by 
providing better transportation infrastructure. 

• I-35 hinders East Austin’s connection to the rest of Austin. 

• Increasing property values and taxes are encouraging gentrification. 

• A lack of mass transit in downtown is encouraging the construction of parking facilities in 
downtown. 

• Affordable housing is a major issue faced by Austin, particularly close to downtown. 
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• The suburbanization of poverty is a major problem faced by Austin. 

 
Anchor Institutions 

Introduction  

This report identifies aspects of anchor institutions in Austin and their part in affecting positive 
change in the Austin community. Various criteria can be used to examine the potential for an 
institution to be an anchor such as its size, “stickiness,” and local economic influence.  Through 
the inherent nature of anchor identity, institutions have the potential to affect positive change in 
the community without having to significantly alter their normal operations. This report uses the 
Imagine Austin community concerns to examine how Austin anchors can work together to 
address challenges in ways that benefit the anchor, local businesses, and Austin residents.  

The social purpose mission of many institutions, particularly nonprofits including universities 
and hospitals, denotes a noncommercial approach to community involvement.  Numerous 
hospitals have strong social missions, resulting from their origins as faith-based and service 
initiatives. Universities also have a long history of partnering with governments, hospitals, and 
other organizations to address community needs. We may question whether a social purpose 
mission is a mandatory component of large and community-based institutions, or whether 
institutions acting in their own self-interest may indirectly and sufficiently address needs in their 
communities. Some authors suggest that companies and for-profit institutions should be 
considered anchor institutions on the basis of providing jobs, capital and economic activity in the 
community.  Others state that such institutions should not be considered anchors. 

Definition of Anchor Institutions  

The practices characteristic of “anchor institutions” are not new.  Institutions and organizations 
have worked to support and develop their communities for centuries. Anchor institutions share 
key characteristics that make them capable of serving this role and motivate them to improve 
their communities. The following characteristics help identify the key attributes of an anchor 
institution. 

Size 

Entities must be large enough to affect change in their surrounding community.  This report uses 
operating budget, revenues, economic impact, number of employees, and land values to 
determine the magnitude of an organization. While all of the indicators may not be strong for a 
particular anchor institution, the overall impact of the entity still can be observed.   
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The influence of size comes in various forms.  Large entities are able to sway infrastructure and 
political decisions. Their buying power enables them to pass along economic benefits to local 
businesses. Tax revenues help fund government budgets that provide services for the entire 
community. Donations, partnerships, and grants fuel the area’s nonprofit sector. Choices 
regarding sustainability may have a large effect on the local environment. 

Immobility 

As the term suggests, “anchor” defines an organization that cannot easily leave a particular 
community. Some anchor institutions exist because of their local community, such as 
universities, hospitals, libraries, cultural institutions, and some nonprofit organizations.  Thus, 
they would not operate elsewhere. Other anchor institutions, typically corporations, stay in a 
particular location due to “sticky capital,” or large investments in infrastructure, human 
resources, and buildings that would be difficult to relocate.  Such corporations may be more 
likely to contribute to their surrounding community if their headquarters and executive staff also 
are located there. 

Community Ties & the Anchor Ecosystem   

Anchor institutions act within a larger network that includes smaller businesses, governmental 
entities, nonprofits and foundations, and community and cultural groups. Together, they form a 
larger “anchor ecosystem.” Entities within the ecosystem may collaborate on initiatives and 
projects that affect the communities, while other entities choose to work independently on 
similar projects.  In both cases, entities across the entire ecosystem feel the effects.     

Motivation  

Anchor institutions also must act in a way that benefits the community, either through their 
primary mission or as a by-product of their operating decisions. Their success or failure as an 
organization is inherently tied to that of their home base, as they depend on an educated and 
healthy work force, accessible transportation for their employees, and infrastructure for the 
shipping of their goods or day-to-day operations.  Insular organizations that choose not to base 
decisions on community benefit may have the capacity to be anchor institutions, but are not 
fulfilling that role.  
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Examples of Austin Anchor Institutions 

The following are institutions this report identifies as anchor examples in the greater Austin 
Metropolitan Area. This is not an exhaustive list and more institutions in Austin may qualify as 
anchors. 

Austin Independent School District (AISD)81 

The principal school district for the city of Austin, AISD, serves over 84,000 students in 129 
schools through 6,000 staff with an annual budget of approximately $1 billion. AISD owns $389 
million in taxable land in Travis County. Property owners in the school district pay $1.242 per 
$100 to support the district. Sixty percent of the District’s student population is Hispanic, and 
27% are English Language Learners. The District works with multiple partners through 
community programs, often as the recipient, such as the University of Texas’s Neighborhood 
Longhorn Program, which offers educational incentives to disadvantaged youth in grades 2-8.  
AISD plays a large role in workforce development for the area.   

Austin Community College (ACC)82 

Austin Community College (ACC) is the primary two-year college for the Austin Metropolitan 
Area. It serves a district of seven K-12 school districts: Austin ISD, Del Valle ISD, Elgin ISD, 
Hays ISD, Leander ISD, Manor ISD, Round Rock ISD, and portions of Eanes ISD and 
Pflugerville ISD that fall within Austin city limits. Additionally, ACC offers services to parts or 
all of eight counties spanning 7,000 miles. ACC owns eleven campuses, with $191 million in 
taxable land value in Travis County, and employs over 2,000 people. With nearly 60,000 
students, ACC offers courses for high school students, adults, and GED students, making them a 
key component in the Austin area workforce pipeline. The ACC budget for 2014 was $278 
million, generated partially from a district property tax of $.0942 per $100.   

ACC acquired the 81-acre under-utilized Highland Mall property in north central Austin, 
opening Phase I of the development in August 2014. The second phase will host a regional 
health sciences center, STEM simulator lab, digital and creative media center, culinary and 
hospitality center, and professional incubator space. ACC partners with seven local nonprofit 
organizations to “develop training opportunities for individuals who need assistance in obtaining 
basic job skills.” 83 

The University of Texas at Austin (UT) 

As the second largest employer in Austin, UT has an annual budget of $2.5 billion, $550 million 
of which is devoted to research.  The main campus covers 423.5 acres, and UT owns $721 
million of taxable property in Travis County. Fifty thousand students attend the university. UT 
participates in multiple community collaborations across various sectors, including health, 
education, and technology.   
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Seton Health Care Family (Seton) 

Seton is one of the major health care providers in Austin, operating five major medical centers, 
including Level I trauma centers at University Medical Center at Brackenridge and Dell 
Children’s Hospital. Seton currently is building a new teaching hospital, Dell Seton Medical 
Center at The University of Texas at Austin, in collaboration with the new UT Dell Medical 
School. This facility will replace University Medical Center Brackenridge, owned by Central 
Health. Seton owns $460 million in taxable land in Travis County through its network of 90 
clinical locations in Central Texas. Seton earned $1.9 billion in revenue in 2013, and it employs 
over 6,000 people in the Austin area. It also contributed $419 million in care for the poor and 
community benefits in 2014. Seton, founded in 1902 by the Daughters of Charity of St. Vincent 
de Paul in Austin, now is part of Ascension Health of St. Louis, Mo. 

St. David’s HealthCare (St. David’s) 

St. David’s HealthCare is the fourth largest private employer in the Austin area, with 8,100 
employees. It has an annual budget of $4 billion and it owns $373 million in taxable land in 
Travis County. St. David’s operates seven major medical centers in the Austin Metropolitan 
Area and 90 sites throughout Central Texas. St. David’s is a for-profit hospital, but the St. 
David’s Foundation donates $50 million annually to causes in the Austin area. Some of the 
Foundation’s most notable programs are scholarships and loan forgiveness for students in health-
related careers, Health’s Angels, which promotes healthy living for seniors, St. David’s Dental 
Program, which provides free dental screenings and procedures to children in Title I schools in 
six local school districts, and grant programs that award funds to local nonprofits seeking to 
improve community health.   

Central Health 

Central Health serves Travis County residents by contracting with a network of medical 
providers who care for the underserved. Its annual budget is $219 million, funded primarily by 
$139 million in property tax revenues and $32 million in rental revenue for the use of University 
Medical Center Brackenridge, which is operated by the Seton Health Care Family. Since Seton is 
building a new teaching hospital for the new UT Dell Medical School, Central Health will be 
redeveloping its 14 acre Brackenridge Campus that is adjacent to the proposed Austin Innovation 
Zone. In providing care for the area’s most vulnerable residents, Central Health focuses on 
“mental health, women’s health, disabilities and substance abuse,” among other areas.84 

Dell 

Dell is the Austin area’s largest private employer, with approximately 14,000 employees. In 
1984, Michael Dell, a student at The University of Texas at Austin, founded the company. Dell 
owns 2.1 million square feet of office space in the metropolitan area and generated half of the 
Round Rock city budget through sales taxes in 2005.85 Through personal contributions by 
Michael and Susan Dell and the Dell Foundation, the Dell name can be found on several 
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buildings in the Austin area, including Dell Diamond (a minor league baseball stadium in Round 
Rock), Dell Children’s Medical Center, Dell Medical School at The University of Texas at 
Austin, and the Dell Hall at the Long Center for the Performing Arts. The Dell foundation 
supports many local programs focused on health and education, and awarded $5.4 million in 
grants in the Central Texas area in 2014. 

Samsung 

South Korea-based Samsung Electronics Co. and Samsung Austin Semiconductor, LLC has 
operated facilities in the Austin area since 1996, with a design center in northwest Austin and 
one of the largest computer chip manufacturing plants in the country in eastern Travis County.  
Samsung built the manufacturing plant in 2005 with assistance from tax incentives from the City 
of Austin and Manor ISD. With $2.5 billion in taxable land values, Samsung is the largest single 
taxpayer in Travis County. The company has made $15 billion in investments in the area since 
2005 and employs 2,600 people here.  An outside consulting firm estimated that “Samsung 
directly generated about $800 million a year into the Austin-area economy. When ripple effects 
are included, the firm estimated that Samsung accounted for $1.4 billion in annual economic 
activity, 6,500 total jobs and $296 million in annual worker earnings.”86 Samsung provides 
sponsorship for various community events and agencies, including Trail of Lights, Keep Austin 
Beautiful, SXSW, ACL Festival, First Tee, and multiple programs through Manor ISD.   

H-E-B (HEB) 

HEB is a grocery store chain based in San Antonio, Texas, that has dozens of stores in the Austin 
Metropolitan Area.  Its total land value in Travis County is over $218 million.  HEB donates 5% 
of pre-tax earnings to local charitable programs with emphasis on education, the environment, 
and community diversity. HEB seeks to purchase local, sustainable goods when possible and 
build environmentally friendly retail locations.   

Lower Colorado River Authority (LCRA) 

The LCRA oversees the principal water and electricity supplies in Central Texas, in addition to 
supporting community and economic development. It oversees 600 miles of the Colorado River 
as well as the Highland Lakes and dams to the northwest of Austin.  LCRA’s annual operating 
budget is $1.25 billion and it owns $148 million in taxable land in Travis County.  LCRA 
employs 1,800 people in the region. It offers multiple education and conservation programs in 
addition to awarding nearly $41 million in community development grants since 1995. 

Anchor Dashboard   

Recent university and business-centered initiatives have developed several tools to inform the 
work of anchor institutions. The Democracy Collaborative’s “Anchor Dashboard” explores ways 
that anchors can measure and assess their efforts. It provides a set of community needs for 
anchors to address, provides best practices to address these needs, and offers practical examples 
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of each. The Dashboard’s purpose is to identify and adopt measures of community wellbeing, 
and to suggest a set of goals for anchor institutions to adopt.   

The Dashboard defines two sets of indicators. One set assesses conditions in the community. 
Such indicators measure whether or not housing is affordable or how well children are educated. 
A second set of indicators assesses institutional effort. Such measures track resources spent on 
particular initiatives, people hired, or amount of procurement shifted to local sources. Both types 
of measures are meant to indicate whether a particular issue merits additional attention.  

The Collaborative proposed four measures of community well-being that Anchor Institutions 
might address. These include: 

• Economic Development, including equitable local and minority hiring, equitable local, 
minority-owned, or employee-owned business procurement, affordable housing, business 
incubation, and others 

• Community Building, including stable and effective local partners and financially secure 
households 

• Education, including well-educated children and adults 

• Health, Safety, and Environment, including safe streets and campuses, healthy community 
residents, and a healthy environment. 

The dashboard, therefore, is useful in conceptualizing ways in which institutions may work 
together to contribute to their communities. 

Using the Democracy Collaborative’s Anchor Dashboard as a guide, and using the existing 
literature on Key Performance Indicators, our team established the following Anchor Dashboard, 
specifically tailored to Austin’s unique context, which, in the future, can be added to or adjusted 
as needed.87 

 

Figure 5.1 
Anchor Dashboard  
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AUSTIN IS EDUCATED 

 

% of students 
kindergarten 

ready 

Provide 
support to 

early childhood 
education 
programs 

 
• Number of volunteer hours to early 

childhood education programs 
• Philanthropic dollars to early childhood 

education programs 

% of students 
who graduate 

from high 
school in 4 

years 
 

Participate in 
programs that 
support K-12 

retention 

• Philanthropic dollars to afterschool 
learning programs in underserved 
communities/ work-study programs/ 
alternative education platforms 

• Volunteer hours to mentorship programs 
•  

Local 
matriculation 
into higher 
education 

Support entry 
into higher 
educational 

opportunities 

• Number of internships/dollars to 
scholarships to local high school grads 
(underserved communities, major, merit 
and need based) 

• Philanthropic dollars to college pipeline  

AUSTIN IS MOBILE AND INTERCONNECTED 

Daily vehicle 
miles traveled 

Reduce 
number of 

miles driven 

• Number of employees working from home 
at least once a week 

• % of employees participating in carpool 
programs 

% commuting 
alone in own 

car 

Encourage 
employee's 

use of public 
transportation 

• % of employees utilizing public 
transportation/carpooling through use of 
employer subsidies 

• % of employees participating in active 
commuting programs (bike/walk to work)  

Average one-
way commute 

time 

Reduce 
commute times 

• Number of employees participating in 
staggered work schedule 

• Number of employees participating in 
work-from-home or other flexible work 
programs 
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LEVEL 
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CRIME AND SAFETY 

Overall Crime 
Rate Per 
100,000 

Support 
programs & 
policies to 

reduce crime in 
the community 

• Philanthropic dollars/volunteer hours to 
local organizations working in juvenile 
justice, re-entry, and other comprehensive 
social support programs 

• Number of calls into campus safety hotline 
• work-from-home or other flexible work 

AUSTIN IS LIVABLE 

Incidents of 
family violence 

per 1,000 

Support 
programs & 
policies to 

reduce family 
violence 

 

• % of managers trained to recognize and 
address signs of domestic violence 

• Offer an Employee Assistance Program 
that provides family violence counseling 

• Dollars to assistance for abuse survivors 
•  

AFFORDABLE HOUSING 

% of 
population 

burdened by 
housing costs 

Support 
programs & 
policies that 

increase 
affordability 

 

• Investment dollars into Low-Income 
Housing Tax Credit projects 

• Philanthropic dollars/volunteer hours to 
local affordable housing organizations 

• % of employees paid livable wage 
•  

HEALTHCARE 

Uninsured rate 

Support 
programs & 
policies to 

increase access 
to quality health 
care coverage 

 

• Percentage of employees, dependents 
and spouses enrolled in health insurance 

• Employee insurance cost, as a % of 
income. 

• Satisfaction with cost/quality of health plan 
organizations assisting with health 

% of people 
who smoke 

Support 
programs and 
policies that 

reduce smoking 

• % of smoking employees participating in 
smoking cessation wellness program 

• Philanthropic dollars to smoke-free 
educational campaigns 

•  Smoke-free policy on campus facilities 
•  organizations 

% of adults 
who report 

poor mental 
health 

Support 
programs and 
policies that 

promote mental 
wellness 

• Philanthropic dollars to support local 
organizations and programs providing 
mental health services  

• Mental wellness resources included in 
Employee Assistance Program 

•  

COMMUNITY 
LEVEL 

INDICATOR 

ANCHOR 
STRATEGY SUGGESTED ANCHOR ACTION(S) 
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AUSTIN IS NATURAL & SUSTAINABLE 

Water 
Availability 

Conserve 
water sources 
to protect their 

affordability 
and availability 

• Number of/percent use of water saving 
tools in facilities (low flow toilets, faucet 
aerators, drought tolerant landscaping) 

• Volunteerism efforts focused on 
community environmental stewardship  

DSFDSFSDF SFDSFSDFAS ADASDASD 

Density and 
Open Space 

Protect open 
space by 

developing 
dense urban 
environments 

• Philanthropic contributions in support of 
open space, park land, preservation and 
habitat protection 

• Use of green certified building standards 
(LED, GreenStar) 

Air Quality 

Protect air 
quality by 
removing 
polluting 

behaviors 

 
• Percent use of hybrid/alternative energy 

vehicles for operations 

 

Environmental 
Stewardship 

Protect general 
well being and 
protection of 

environmental 
assets 

 
• Programs focused on recycling, 

conservation, open space, pollution, etc. 

 

AUSTIN IS PROSPEROUS 

Percent Living 
below the 
Federal 

Poverty Level 
(<200% FPL) 

Provide Cross-
Sector 

Employment 
Opportunities  

 
• % of employees paid livable wage 
• % of jobs full-time 

 

Percent Living 
below FPL, 
Black and 

Latino 

Encourage 
Minority 

Economic 
Access 

• % of minorities in workforce  
• % of contracting with minority-owned 

companies 
• Minority procurement and hiring policy 

 

COMMUNITY 
LEVEL 

INDICATOR 

ANCHOR 
STRATEGY SUGGESTED ANCHOR ACTION(S) 
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Venture Capital 
Invested 

Encourage 
targeted 
business 

investment 

 
• Number of seed projects started 

 

Average 
Monthly Cost of 

Childcare 

Provide Access 
to Affordable 
Childcare for 
Low-Income 

Families 

• Number of employees given childcare 
assistance 

• Opportunities for employees to work on 
flexible work schedules 

% Voter 
Turnout in 

Presidential 
Primary and 

Election 

Encourage 
Civic 

Participation 

 
• Does institution allow leave to vote? 
• Does institution publish voting information? 

 

AUSTIN VALUES AND RESPECTS ITS PEOPLE 

Comfort Asking 
a Neighbor for 

Help 

Encourage 
Community 
Interaction 

• Number of paid hours yearly of employee 
volunteer hours 

• Number of man-hours devoted to team-
building exercises 

Minority 
perceptions 
that they are 

treated equally 
at work 

Encourage 
Racial Equity 

• % of workforce that are racial minorities 
• Number of hours per employee of diversity 

training 
• % of upper management of racial minority 

Perception of 
quantity/quality 

of arts 
opportunities 

Promote 
affordable, 

accessible arts 
opportunities 

• Philanthropic dollars to local arts 
organizations or to local musician and 
artist social service programs 

• Number of commissioned public arts 
projects 

AUSTIN IS CREATIVE 

COMMUNITY 
LEVEL 

INDICATOR 
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Mission Matrix  

The mission matrix below analyzes the way different organizations work to promote the 
community’s interests. To conduct this analysis, we compared each organization’s mission 
statement to Imagine Austin’s tenets. The matrix presents the community concerns of various 
potential anchors this report has identified in the Austin area. The highlighted rows are primary 
tenets of Imagine Austin, and the other rows are points of emphasis that Imagine Austin refers to 
within each category. An ‘X’ signifies that the organization actively promotes a particular point 
of emphasis. There is ample opportunity for organizations to capitalize on existing efforts and 
collaborate to fulfill all of the plan’s goals. For a more detailed representation of the Mission 
Matrix, please see Appendix B. 

Figure 5.2  
Mission Matrix   
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Health 
Care 

Family 
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Anchor Community Partners & the Anchor Ecosystem 

In addition to making sizable economic contributions, many Austin anchors enhance their 
relationship with the community by forming partnerships with community-based organizations 
and other anchors. These partnerships are part of the larger anchor ecosystem, characterized by 
social and economic interconnectivity and institutional collaboration. While the anchor 
ecosystem encompasses a variety of formal and informal institutional relationships, this report 
explores formal philanthropic and program partnerships as one facet of this ecosystem.  

Anchors and community organizations can form various types of partnerships, including: 

• Programmatic - the anchor and community organization partner to operate a program 
together 

• Funding - the anchor grants philanthropic funds to the community partner 

• Miscellaneous - the anchor is a major event sponsor or maintains other formal agreements 
with community organizations 

Our research identified 168 Austin-area community partners that work with or receive funds 
from 28 potential Austin anchors.88 Community partners dedicate their resources and efforts 
toward advancing several different components of the Imagine Austin vision, and there is some 
overlap of groups working on particular issues.  

While the research team reviewed the official websites for the full sample of 28 Austin anchors, 
only 16 of the anchors provided information about local community partnerships on their 
websites. The limited availability of data may indicate that the remaining 12 potential anchors do 
not currently have any Austin community partners, or that they simply do not list such partners 
on their websites. Among the sixteen anchors with available information, the research team 
documented 212 community partnerships with 168 unique Austin organizations. Community 
partners are primarily nonprofit community organizations, but a few are anchors or for-profit 
corporations. As described in greater detail in the Methodology section, the research team was 
careful to make only limited inferences from this data. While the information that anchors 
provide on their websites possibly reflects their level of transparency on community engagement 
efforts, it is also subject to inherent limitations and inconsistencies. The following analysis 
presents only a limited snapshot of patterns in anchor-community engagement and may provide a 
useful starting point for more rigorous inquiry. Any omission of specific Austin community 
organizations or anchors does not indicate a conclusive lack of partnerships or collaboration, and 
it is likely that the landscape of community partnerships extends beyond the limited number of 
documented partnerships on community engagement websites. 

The research team documented community partners working in each of the seven facets of the 
Imagine Austin vision (see Figure 4.2). The largest number of community partners work in the 
“Livable” arena and, more specifically, on advancing “Healthy and Safe Communities.” Over a 
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third of community partners are focused on improving health, wellness, and safety. Some 
examples include the CommUnity Care Health Centers, AGE of Central Texas, the Breast 
Cancer Resource Center of Texas, and Austin Speech Labs. This result is expected given that 
several of the anchors are hospital institutions, such as Seton Healthcare Family, St. David’s 
Healthcare and Foundation, and Central Health. The health care anchors also provide extensive 
community engagement information on their individual websites. 

A notable percentage of community partners also work on “Educated” and “Values and Respects 
People.” Most education-oriented partners focus on youth learning opportunities and 
partnerships with schools. Some examples of education-oriented partners include the Thinkery, 
Texas Girls Collaborative, Capitol BEST, Communities in Schools Central Texas, and Central 
Texas Discover Engineering. Organizations focusing on “Values and Respects People” primarily 
work on community and civic engagement and on increasing access to community services. 
Some examples of these organizations include CASA of Travis County, the RGK Foundation, 
the Boy Scouts, the KLE Foundation, and Williamson-Burnet County Opportunities. A number 
of organizations also focus their work on “Prosperous,” “Natural and Sustainable,” and 
“Creative.” However, only a few of community partners, including Commute Solutions, focus on 
“Mobile and Interconnected.”  

Figure 5.3  
Distribution of Community Partners by Imagine Austin Category 

 
 
Source: Official anchor and community partner websites, fall 2014 and spring 2015, see Methodology Section. 
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frequently are public educational institutions such as Austin ISD (AISD), Austin Community 
College (ACC), and UT Austin. 

Table 5.1 
Anchor Institutions that Partner with Other Anchors 

A sample of Austin anchor institutions that have partnerships with other anchors. 

AISD Freescale Michael and Susan Dell 
Foundation 

St. Edward’s 
University 

AMD Google Samsung SXSW 

ACC IBM Seton Healthcare Family UT Austin 

Concordia 
University Intel St. David's HealthCare 

 
Source: Official Austin anchor institution websites, fall 2014 and spring 2015, see 
Methodology Section 

 

Additionally, in this sample, there were several community organizations that have partnerships 
with multiple anchors. Thirty out of the 168 community partners have partnerships with at least 
two anchors (see Table Y). Five of these recurring community organizations are potential 
anchors themselves.  
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Table 5.2 
 Recurring Community Partners 

A sample of community partners that have relationships with at least two anchors institutions. 

AISD Boys & Girls Clubs of Austin Easter Seals of Central Texas 

Austin Area Urban League Capital Area Food Banks of 
Texas El Buen Samaritano 

ACC Capital IDEA Foundation Communities 

Austin Marathon and Half 
Marathon CommUnity Care Health Alliance for Austin 

Musicians 

Austin Travis County 
Integral Care Commute Solutions Integrated Care Collaboration 

Austin Youth River Watch Del Valle ISD Keep Austin Beautiful 

Lifeworks The Trail Foundation People's Community Clinic 

YMCA Skillpoint Alliance Seton Healthcare Family 

Lone Star Circle of Care UT Austin Travis County Medical Society 

Volunteer Healthcare Clinic SIMS Foundation 
 

Source: Official Austin anchor institution websites, fall 2014 and spring 2015, see 
Methodology Section 

 

Anchor community partners, therefore, emphasize healthcare, education, direct social service 
provision, and civic and community engagement. Few partners address challenges such as 
affordable housing or transportation. It is notable, however, despite the lack of emphasis on these 
two issues that both Foundation Communities (an affordable housing organization) and 
Commute Solutions (a transportation-oriented organization) maintain partnerships with multiple 
anchors. The bias toward direct service provision is logical due to the relative ease of investing 
funding into tangible social services, as well as due to anchors’ areas of expertise. Many anchors 
are health care and education providers, and it is intuitive for them to invest in community 
partnerships in their area of expertise. Though, as exemplified in partnerships with Foundation 
Communities and Commute Solutions, opportunities may exist to broaden the network of 
community partners to include organizations working in structurally challenging issues such as 
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affordable housing and transportation. Additionally, the sample showed some collaboration 
between anchors, and several education anchors are on the list of recurring community partners. 
This suggests that cross-sector collaboration with education-focused anchors is currently more 
robust than for other sectors. However, it may be possible to enhance collaboration and linkages 
between non-education oriented anchors. 

What Incentives Are There for Institutions to Behave as Anchors? 

Introduction  

Institutions identified as anchors have financial incentives for investing their capital to affect 
positive change in their communities.  Many anchor institution materials identify benevolence 
and philanthropy as main motivations for “anchor-type behavior” - conducting business practices 
and investing resources towards the greater benefit of the community.  Nonetheless, there are 
many incentives that also would align with a private, profit-seeking institution’s financial 
objectives. A win-win relationship can exist between the community and its anchors, whether the 
institution is governmental and charged with benefiting the people, a private company with a 
bottom-line to pursue, a nonprofit, or an academic institution.  One frame of thought on 
corporate responsibility is that philanthropy should be approached as a business transaction with 
cost-benefit evaluations, clear business deliverables, and strategic business rewards. The various 
incentives for anchor behavior are indirect financial incentives, direct financial incentives, and an 
enlightened self-interest.  

Some indirect financial reasons include: 

• Improved public perception (public relations) 

• Employee attraction, retention, and workplace culture 

Some direct financial rewards for behaving like an anchor include: 

• Tax incentives 

• Special bond programs 

• Influencing consumer choices 

Of course not all incentives are financially motivated. Some institutions may choose to invest 
capital in their communities purely because they feel it is the right thing to do. Some institutions, 
and employees, simply wish to give back to the community without hopes of an eventual 
financial gain. 

Policies at the federal, state, and local levels promote the financial incentive for institutions with 
economic influence to help the community.  Some of these, including tax incentives and 
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reimbursement, involve the direct financial motivations listed above.  This report acknowledges 
some of the existing policies that help strengthen the bridge between community needs and 
anchor interests, and makes additional policy recommendations. 

Incentives 

Indirect Financial Reward 

Indirect financial incentives that promote anchor behavior include improving an organization’s 
public perception, which can later contribute to the entity’s financial bottom line. This may be 
achieved through various avenues including:  engaging in more intentional hiring and 
procurement practices, creating shared values with host communities, and general advertising 
incentives. Rather than focusing solely on a financial bottom line, many companies choose to 
focus on a triple-bottom line: people, planet, and profit. This more conscious capitalism approach 
helps organizations communicate their missions to consumers, and often plays a role in greater 
financial rewards. 

According to a 2010 Cone case study, ninety percent of consumers want companies to 
communicate how they support causes. Additionally, 83 percent of Americans wish more of the 
products, services and retailers they use would support a cause.89 From a producer’s perspective, 
51 of 59 companies believe that they have happier employees and 45 of the 59 believe that they 
end up with better employees, due to their commitment to social and environmental concerns.90 
Consequently, organizations—specifically, businesses and corporations—can support a cause to 
appeal to both their consumers and their employees, and thus, improve their overall public 
perception. An organization’s giving back to, or participating in the betterment of its community 
further appeals to consumers through actions, such as local hiring and procurement practices and 
environmental stewardship.  

A crucial way in which organizations can become involved in their communities and contribute 
to economic development is by creating a shared value with their particular community. Michael 
Porter and Marker Kramer, who coined the term “shared value” in 2011, explicitly state that a 
shared value is a socially beneficial way to maximize profits.91 For example, “when firms buy 
locally, their suppliers can get stronger, increase their profits, hire more people, and pay better 
wages—all of which will benefit other businesses in the community. Shared value is created.”92 

Organizations also may improve their public perceptions and indirectly generate greater profits 
through advertising. Sponsoring community events that align with an organization’s mission 
helps to communicate its goals and beliefs, while concurrently appealing to a targeted audience. 
Many events also present an opportunity for logo placement and other messaging in materials 
such as flyers, tickets, and signage, which will increase an organization’s brand awareness. 
Overall, event sponsorship provides organizations with an opportunity to not only display 
involvement in their community, and thus, create human interest, but also, will provide 
opportunities for better communicating their overall missions to consumers. 
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The concept of corporate social responsibility—which is defined as a management concept 
whereby companies integrate social and environmental concerns in their business operations and 
interactions with their stakeholders—does not only appeal to consumers; it also appeals to 
investors.93 When investors see a company devote its resources to these social and environmental 
concerns, they surmise that the organization is acting on information about future earnings and 
cash flows. 94 In other words, organizations that invest in these social and environmental 
concerns can be perceived as having excess resources to contribute to such concerns. If investors 
see organizations contributing greater funds to these efforts than anticipated, they may also view 
this as positive future performance, and in turn, may be incentivized to invest. 

Direct financial benefits can be realized through increased sales and market share resulting from 
anchor institutions responding to consumer demand and social pressures. Nike improved labor 
practices overseas, due to consumers protesting its sweatshop working conditions. Wal-Mart has 
revamped community initiatives in response to its poor reputation for negative impacts on 
workforce, the environment and local businesses. British Petroleum has made considerable 
efforts to develop clean energy and address climate change.95  

The health of a community is directly intertwined with employee attraction and retention, which 
is important for any institution’s success and daily operations.  It is easy to see how community 
well-being is tied to the anchor’s future and stability.  There are many examples of anchors going 
outside their normal operations to affect change in their communities, resulting directly in 
employee attraction and retention.  In Detroit, a partnership between public, private, and 
philanthropic organizations including Wayne State University (WSU), Detroit Medical Center 
(DMC), and the Henry Ford Health System (HFHS)) aligned in an anchor strategy called Live 
Midtown, an effort aimed to revitalize the city’s Midtown area. This partnership represented over 
28,000 employees, which presented enormous economic power for the neighborhood. The 
program encouraged employees to becoming residents of the neighborhood, and offered 
employee incentives to purchase and rent homes in Midtown, with the goal of increasing the 
neighborhood's population. A recent study showed that nearly 800 employees have participated 
in the program, including a large number of African American, Asian, and white residents.96  

Live Midtown represents a “win-win” option that provides employees meaningful incentives to 
live in the neighborhood, while helping the anchors attract and retain employees.  Moreover, the 
anchor partnership harnessed its tremendous purchasing power and shifted a portion of its 
procurement contracts to Detroit and local businesses. This has helped stimulate new local 
business opportunities, strengthen existing businesses, and promote the overall well-being of the 
surrounding neighborhood.  The initiative included programs to match local residents with local 
jobs, and the Henry Ford Health System partnered with a local workforce development company 
to aid in securing jobs for locals within the hospital.97 

Another way anchor behavior can contribute to an entity’s own success is by creating a positive 
workplace for its employees.  One strategy includes employee morale, which can be increased by 
volunteer opportunities. Accenture, for instance, sent prominent employees on long-term 
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contracts with nonprofit clients as part of their career development.  There is no doubt that profit-
seeking companies have an incentive to stick with an operation that has some reciprocal benefit, 
and long-term rewards can often outweigh initial cash investments.  There is a trend of less 
altruistic and more strategic forms of corporate responsibility that both keep shareholders happy 
and benefit the local community.  For example, UK insurance company Aviva supports a local 
foundation for children living in poverty. Aviva’s corporate responsibility director, Marie 
Sigsworth, has said that this philanthropic effort was meant to increase the morale of its 36,000 
employees, hoping the result would be an improvement in the company’s customer service.98 

Direct Financial Benefits  

Direct financial benefits exist to encourage anchor institutions to actively serve their 
communities. These benefits range from tax incentives and financing opportunities, to reducing 
organizational risk and responding to consumer demand. Corporate social responsibility 
initiatives can reflect business strategies and fit into a company’s cost-benefit evaluations by 
providing clear deliverables and outlining strategic financial rewards. 

Tax Incentives & Grants 

Tax incentives in the form of tax abatements and refunds exist at the federal, state and local 
levels of government. Incentives are offered to businesses for many reasons including funds to 
help bolster local economic activity in distressed areas of the country, workforce development 
programs for targeted populations, and environmental stewardship initiatives. Listed below are a 
few examples of federal, state and local tax incentives. 

• The New Market Tax Credit Fund encourages private investments in low-income 
communities. The NMTC permits individual and corporate investors to receive a tax credit 
against their Federal income tax return in exchange for making equity investments in 
specialized financial institutions called Community Development Financial Institutions.99 
Anchor Institutions can provide capital or low-interest loan financing to Community 
Development Financial Institutions. Harvard, for example, provided $20 million in low-
interest loans to Boston-area CDFIs in 1999.100 

• The Work Opportunity Tax Credit targets employers who hire individuals from specified 
populations. The federal income tax benefit reduces a business’s federal tax liability to help 
at risk populations become employed, earn a steady income, and become contributing 
taxpayers.101 

• Charitable Contributions are a more traditional way in which anchors have supported 
community initiatives. Up to 50-percent of charitable contributions can be considered tax-
deductible.102  

• The Skills Development Fund is a state incentive that encourages partnerships between 
businesses and public community or technical colleges to create customized job training 
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programs for local businesses. The Skills Development Fund pays for training, the college 
administers the grant, and the business creates new jobs and improves the skills of current 
workers.103  

• Grant for Technology Opportunities is a matching grant program funded by the City of 
Austin that encourages projects that create digital opportunities and foster digital inclusion 
for all Austin residents.104  

Innovative Financing Opportunities  

With limited public-sector budgets and shrinking grant programs, nonprofit and public 
institutions are seeking the assistance of private corporations. Organizations are undertaking 
innovative approaches to solving societal issues by creating new partnership models between the 
public, nonprofit, and private sectors.  Unique social finance avenues give anchor institutions the 
opportunity to invest in the community and reap direct financial rewards.   

Social Innovation Funds are a new method of grant making supported by the Federal 
Government.  According to a report released by the Center for American Progress, social 
innovation funds offer federal grants that “leverage private and philanthropic dollars twice: first, 
the intermediaries must match the federal grant they receive dollar for dollar with nonfederal 
sources; then, the grantees who receive funds from the intermediaries must likewise match that 
award 1-to-1 with other donations.”105 This can provide anchor institutions with a track record 
of investing in social services organizations with twice the funding to scale successful programs. 
Social innovation funds also can be used to finance and provide technical assistance for 
performing evaluations. A report for the Center for American Progress emphasizes the 
importance of this, “nonprofit sub grantees were allowed to take the time they needed to 
determine the best questions to evaluate impact later on, rather than being required to 
immediately conduct outcome evaluations. This flexibility gives promising programs time to 
build the right data-collection methods early in the Social Innovation Fund cycle.”106 A few 
examples of current social innovation funds include the Workforce Innovation Fund from the 
Department of Labor and the Investing in Innovation Fund from the Department of Education. 

Pay for Success contracts rely on innovative public-private partnerships.  According to a report 
released by the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, these contracts “operate at the 
intersection of three important trends: greater funder interest in evidence-based practices in 
social service delivery; government interest in performance based contracting; and impact 
investor appetite for investment opportunities with both financial returns and social impact.” 
Investors invest in an evidence-based organization that pledges to achieve the outcome.107 Once 
the outcome is achieved, the government will reimburse investors along the agreed upon terms.  

Pay for success financing has been used in the U.S. to address recidivism in New York, improve 
childhood education in Utah, and reduce chronic homelessness in Massachusetts.108Austin has 
been selected to conduct feasibility studies for three potential Pay for Success contracts. 
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Impact Investing (triple bottom line) and Benefit Corporations harness capital market 
investments in “triple-bottom-line” returns, those that provide financial and social benefits for 
the designated institution.109 Anchor institutions can report return on investment through 
financial gains and measurable outcomes of social impact. According to a report from the Center 
for American Progress, “many approaches to impact investing have been tested in recent years, 
including program-related investments, or PRIs, at foundations, and equity investments in 
affordable housing and community development projects. Banks including J.P. Morgan Chase 
and Morgan Stanley have begun offering impact investing products to high net-worth customers 
who want to see some portion of their portfolios create broad social benefits as well as financial 
returns.”110   

Benefit Corporations are enterprises that operate like traditional corporations but also attain a 
social accountability certification.111 In the United States, 28 states have passed legislation to 
allow a new class of private enterprises called B Corporations to arise. Texas is not one of these 
states.112  

Policy Recommendations to Incentivize Anchor-Behavior  

[Government] has a history of supporting the work of [anchor institutions] and has a 
vested interest in exploring strategies that harness the power of anchors to increase 
community revitalization and economic growth. While anchor institutions have many 
resources, they are still institutions focused on their own goals and thus may not readily 
align their priorities with those of a greater community strategy.113 

Although there are public policies to encourage anchors to invest their capital in the local 
community, there are additional policies that public officials could consider implementing. The 
Center for American Progress has policy recommendations to incentivize local anchor 
partnerships to improve housing developments, and harness the HUD office, the Affordable Care 
Act, and Federal Work-Study programs for anchor collaboration.114 The Center also developed 
agency recommendations to improve evaluation data, use a Workforce Innovation Fund, and 
promote research on further improving anchors’ neighborhoods. 115  Good Jobs First has created 
policy recommendations that would help negotiate contracts with community-labor coalitions 
and subsidize anchors working in community revitalization.116  Policymaking is an ever-evolving 
process and future leaders can use this arena to promote the growth, development, and 
collaboration of anchor behavior in their communities. 

Example Best Practices – Anchor Programs in Austin  

As anchor institutions seek to strengthen their community ties, one challenge is to integrate the 
vision of community engagement into the organizations’ development plans. This section 
provides examples of Austin anchor collaborations and anchor-initiated programs that address 
community needs such as, education, prosperity and creativity. 
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1. The Community Care Collaborative 

The Community Care Collaborative (CCC) is a 501(c)(3) corporation formed under the Master 
Agreement between Central Health, and the Seton Healthcare Family. The public/private 
partnership’s goal is to ensure that the new UT Dell Medical School, the new Dell Seton Medical 
Center at UT teaching hospital (opening in 2017) and the new Integrated Delivery System 
collaborate to improve healthcare provision. The target population is Travis County residents 
who are underinsured, living at or below 200% of the Federal Poverty Level, and who qualify for 
services.117 The CCC system provides health services to over 50,000 individuals through a “no 
wrong door” approach, which ensures appropriate levels of treatments in any emergency room, 
community clinic or other healthcare providers and connects the patients to a medical home. 

2. ACC – Corporate Training Solution Program 

The Austin Community College District’s Corporate Training Solution Program delivers 
customized professional skills and technical trainings for employers in its eight-county service 
area. Upon completion of the training program, workers receive nationally recognized 
certification to meet the demands and competitions of a global economy. The program also 
addresses the training needs of high-demand industries, including information technology, 
manufacturing and healthcare. In 2012, the program received the Texas Workforce Solutions 
Partnership Award for its role in supporting regional business and economic development. 

3. Dell – Youth Learning Initiative 

Dell’s Powering the Possible youth learning initiative builds direct partnerships with global 
nonprofit organizations, and provides access to education and technology to the underserved 
children and communities. In 2013, Dell announced grants totaling $2.4 million through its 
Youth Leaning Initiative to close the learning gap among 70 nonprofit partners. The Austin-
based grant recipient includes Girlstart, the University of Texas Elementary School, and African-
American Youth Harvest. The programs provide problem-solving experiences rooted in science, 
technology, engineering and math. Dell also addresses community needs such as food and 
security that might hamper a child’s ability to learn.118 

Challenges Faced by Anchors as Identified in Focus Groups 

Along with Austin’s rapid growth, anchor institutions face fundamental challenges in leveraging 
their resources and expertise to help meet the community needs that they aim to influence.  

Below are a few of the key challenges anchor institutions face according to 
participants in our focus groups: 
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Identifying shared priorities and cross-sector collaboration 

Community stakeholders across sectors believe that one of the greatest impediments to anchor 
institutions being transformative forces, is failure to align organizational missions/visions with 
community needs. As anchor institutions identify the community challenges that they are best 
suited to address, it is both beneficial and critical that they likewise identify organizations and 
anchor institutions with similar community values and priorities. Addressing key issues such as 
education achievement, workforce development and environmental sustainability, takes 
comprehensive and multi-dimensional solutions. At the focus groups stakeholders shared that 
cross-sectional collaboration is essential for effective and sustainable efforts. With a high-
saturation of nonprofits in Austin, a large corporate footprint and a high functioning and engaged 
local government, often the wheel is being reinvented, fragmenting the potential influence of 
particular programs. Austin anchors need to connect and intersect programs, campaigns and 
measures within the anchor ecosystem to ensure efficient use of resources and effective 
programming. Solutions are more easily obtained when key stakeholders can work together 
across sectors. Anchor institutions continue to struggle with identifying partners, collaborators 
and best practices.          

Leveraging resources  

Partnerships and creativity are necessary to leverage existing resources to stimulate dynamic and 
sustainable urban life. Government, alone at any level, does not possess the dollars, human 
capital or agility to address the challenges facing cities. Likewise, no one entity or anchor 
intuition has the resources, expertise, or thought leadership to tackle an issue itself. Anchor 
institutions should find ways to connect with each other and share resources and assets. Despite 
extensive civic, cultural and intellectual assets available among governmental, nonprofit, and 
corporate entities, the Austin stakeholders in our focus groups believe that Austin anchor 
institutions currently lack the infrastructure to efficiently and effectively share and allocate 
resources.  

Recommendations 

Anchor Self-Identification 

Austin institutions can identify themselves as anchors based on the key traits and characteristics 
of anchor institutions such as size, “sticky capital,” and number of employees. This report also 
outlines some of the methods anchors can use to improve the community, and provides reasons 
why it is in their best interest to do so.  As new businesses come to the area, it will be important 
for them to identify how much power they wield in the community, and what responsibilities 
they may have.  

An institution can evaluate itself against the criteria provided in the Anchor Dashboard included 
in this report.  This tool provides metrics for organizations to measure their influence in each 
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evaluation area.  An organization that scores in several categories might consider itself an 
anchor, and take a more active role in community leadership. 

Anchors Can Address Imagine Austin 

As previously discussed, Imagine Austin is the City of Austin’s thirty-year plan for growth and 
development. Imagine Austin outlines the city’s general land use agenda, and provides a 
cohesive framework for how local actors could affect quality of life.  Identified below are some 
ways in which anchor institutions in Austin can align their efforts with each of Imagine Austin’s 
seven principles.119 

Austin is Livable  

Imagine Austin’s livability tenet focuses on the availability of affordable housing.  With the goal 
of providing socioeconomically diverse neighborhoods, Imagine Austin seeks to ensure that “all 
residents have a variety of affordable housing options.”120   

The campus of an anchor, such as Dell or Freescale, is the magnet for its employees’ business 
day trips.  Without efforts to prevent costs from rising, an anchor’s presence often reduces the 
affordability of housing in the anchor’s vicinity.  This phenomenon disproportionately affects the 
support staff, who may be unable to live near their jobs as a result. One way in which anchors 
can ameliorate this issue by participating in employer assisted housing (EAH) programs to help 
their employees live near the work location.   

Austin is Natural and Sustainable 

Imagine Austin states that Austin is a green city– it has a commitment to environmental 
stewardship.121  This commitment involves protecting the local farmland and watersheds, 
providing access to parks and green-spaces, and calls for local institutions to practice 
environmental conservancy. 

Concordia University, when purchasing its current campus in northwestern Austin, dedicated 
roughly 250 acres to wildlife preservation on land that serves eight endangered species.  The land 
doubles as a practical ecology lab for the school’s students.122  Many other institutions in Austin 
also have taken steps to become more sustainable, especially in construction practices: the Dell 
Children’s Medical Center, which is a part of the Seton hospital network, received the highest 
possible LEED sustainability rating, AISD recently completed the construction of its first LEED 
certified school, and UT has built numerous LEED certified buildings.123 124 125    Anchors can 
also help recycling efforts, such as Austin ISD’s program to recycle old electronics.126 

Austin is Mobile and Interconnected 

According to the Capital Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (CAMPO), traffic routinely 
causes congestion on more than 40 percent of Travis County’s roads.127  CAMPO predicts that 
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the problem of congestion will worsen as the Austin region continues to grow.128  One of 
Imagine Austin’s aims is to improve this situation by providing residents with alternative 
transportation options and increased connectivity.129 

Aside from helping employees live closer to their workplaces, anchors can take several actions to 
help relieve congestion. Anchors may be able provide flexible work schedules and teleworking 
options. Also, Anchors may also help relieve congestion by providing commuters with assistance 
to use existing transit services, as UT and ACC do with Capital Metro.130 131  Additionally, 
anchors can provide facilities to aid bicycle and pedestrian travel – these may include sidewalks 
and signalization for pedestrians, or bike racks, cycling paths, and commuter showers for 
cyclists.  

Austin is Prosperous  

Prosperity is an important component of Imagine Austin for anchors to address, and as an 
institution’s performance improves, its growth help the community.  One of the ways anchors 
may support the community is through support of local businesses focusing their procurement on 
local resources. 

In the 2009-10 academic year, UT’s Division of Housing and Food Services had a food budget 
of $7,000,000.132  Of that amount, the university spent 2.4 percent on food “grown or raised 
locally,” and another 6.8 percent on locally processed food, bringing the total local food 
procurement to nearly a tenth of its annual food budget.133  Increasing that percentage would 
benefit local farmers, but anchors must balance that communal benefit with extra costs. 

Austin Values and Respects its People 

Imagine Austin calls for the fair treatment of all residents, and for local cultures and community 
history to be preserved.  One way anchors can aid in that endeavor is by using diverse hiring 
practices and listening to local concerns.  UT created a Division of Diversity and Community 
Engagement to promote those objectives.  

Austin is Creative 

Aside from their roles in economic innovation, some anchors act as patrons of artistic and 
cultural creativity.  The East Austin Studio Tour, which is in part supported by businesses and 
organizations such as Whole Foods, UT’s Blanton Museum, and the City of Austin’s Public 
Library System, serves as an example.134 

Imagine Austin also calls for business to support creativity directly through architecturally 
attractive structures and publically accessible open spaces.135 The City of Austin has multiple 
initiatives to support its creative class, such as the Health Alliance for Austin Musicians 
(HAAM), which provides access to affordable healthcare for local musicians. 
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Austin is Educated 

Many anchors can promote Imagine Austin’s education goals by supporting workforce 
development programs.  Anchors such as 3M have created partnerships with local Austin schools 
to advance science and math education and provide students with internship opportunities.136  
Dell provides computers to Austin area schools.137  UT operates its own charter school in East 
Austin to provide high quality educational opportunities to low-income and minority students.  
Samsung has a strong partnership with the Manor Independent School District.  Many local 
businesses collaborate with Austin Community College and UT on programs that fulfill their 
employment needs, while providing opportunities to local students. 

Finding Collaborators 

Collaboration is key, since so many different anchors, potential anchors, and Austin other 
organizations, are attempting to address the same community needs. Without collaboration some 
efforts will be duplicated, while other needs will go unmet. The mission matrix is meant to be a 
guide for institutions involved in a particular type of community assistance.  Before starting new 
initiatives, we recommend that anchors try to find other organizations working towards similar 
goals.  Coalitions working together on an issue will be more successful than individual anchors 
proceeding alone. 

 

Austin’s Proposed Innovation Zone 

Introduction 

Innovation districts are geographic areas where anchor institutions cluster with local businesses 
and entrepreneurs to create vibrancy and economic growth. The proposed Austin Innovation 
Zone has the potential to leverage the new University of Texas at Austin Dell Medical School 
into a hub for technology, collaboration, and medical services, thus creating thousands of jobs. 
Some Austin anchor institutions have already committed to playing a role in the proposed 
Innovation Zone. In addition to the new UT Dell Medical School campus, Seton is building a 
new 220-bed teaching hospital that will replace the existing Central Health University Medical 
Center Brackenridge hospital. Consequently, Central Health currently is developing a 
redevelopment plan for its Brackenridge Campus. Also, as the Waller Creek master plan takes 
shape, Waller Creek has the potential to become a significant amenity for the proposed 
Innovation Zone. According to a March 2015, community forum, the goal of the proposed 
Austin Innovation Zone is to encourage start-up companies to locate near the new medical 
school, teaching hospital, university, and development along Waller Creek. 138  
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The focal point of the proposed Innovation Zone will be the area surrounding 15th and Trinity 
Streets, and is expected to house more than 7,000 jobs and generate $2.7 billion in direct sales 
upon its completion. In 2013, former Austin Mayor Lee Leffingwell and Senator Kirk Watson 
created an Innovation District Advisory Group (Appendix C) of more than two-dozen 
members—including local businesses leaders and community stakeholders—to explore the idea 
of pursuing an innovation zone in Austin. In December 2014, the City Council voted to direct 
City Manager Marc Ott to move forward with the establishment of the Zone.139  

While the proposed Austin Innovation Zone is focused around 15th and Trinity Street, it does not 
have to be geographically constrained to this area—or in close proximity to downtown Austin. 
The proposed Innovation Zone can expand to areas that physically are spread out, but interlinked 
as a part of an innovation ecosystem. The Brookings Institute defines an innovation ecosystem as 
cultivating synergistic relationships “between people, firms and place to facilitate idea generation 
and accelerate commercialization.”140  

To identify best practices for establishing an innovation zone in Austin—including partnerships, 
financing, governance, and addressing the Imagine Austin vision—we analyzed numerous 
existing innovation districts. Governance structure, in particular, is an extremely important facet 
of the proposed Austin Innovation Zone that has yet to be determined. Ultimately, a governing 
structure must be accountable for the Innovation Zone, must create goals and outcomes, and 
must assign further leadership. These case studies not only provide examples of how to execute 
plans for the proposed Zone, but they also speak to how the Zone can address larger community 
concerns, and how anchor institutions can play a role in forming the Zone and addressing these 
concerns. 

Anchor Institutions’ Role in Austin’s Innovation Zone 
 
The existing literature, focus groups, interviews and case studies indicate that active anchor 
participation influences the success of an innovation district. The case studies demonstrate that 
many innovation districts grow organically, adding more participants and tenants over time. As 
Austin’s Innovation Zone grows, other anchors will decide to participate to benefit from the 
activity in the Zone. Below we discuss some of the anchors that could be part of the proposed 
Austin Innovation Zone surrounding the new Medical District, and how their participation can 
affect the Zone. 

The University of Texas at Austin 

The University of Texas at Austin’s new Dell Medical School would be at the center of the 
proposed Innovation Zone. UT Austin and City officials have stated that they see the School and 
its attendant Medical District as a catalyst for innovation in the area, with the potential to 
strengthen cooperation between the University and innovators in the city. The University’s 
Medical District Master Plan envisions the Innovation Zone as a way to facilitate the 
commercialization of research conducted at the Medical School. 
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The Medical School also will generate substantial revenue and create additional employment 
opportunities. According to a study by Pegasus Planning and Development, the Dell Medical 
School is expected to create more than 7,000 jobs, 60 percent of which will require less than a 
four-year degree, and generate more than $2.7 billion in direct sales when it is complete.141 

The Dell Medical School also will work to improve health outcomes in Travis County. 
According to the Medical School website, its mission is “to revolutionize how people get and 
stay healthy by educating leaders who transform healthcare; evolving new models of person-
centered, multidisciplinary care that reward value; advancing innovation from discovery to 
outcomes; improving health in our community as a model for the nation; and redesigning the 
academic health environment to better serve society.” 

Furthermore, the Medical School’s affiliation agreement with Central Health obligates the 
Medical School to support Central Health’s mission of increasing access to healthcare for the 
community’s most vulnerable residents. The agreement mandates that the Medical School make 
its faculty and residents available to serve patients at Central Health facilities, and that the funds 
it receives from Central Health be directed towards improving medical services for Travis 
County residents. 

City of Austin 

Former Mayor Lee Leffingwell took the lead in developing the Innovation Zone idea, along with 
Austin’s State Senator Kirk Watson. Leffingwell created an Innovation District Advisory Group 
in 2013 that has continuously gathered input from interested parties in the city. In December 
2014, the Austin City Council authorized the establishment of the Zone, but it did not make any 
formal recommendations. 

The City of Austin funded Waller Creek revitalization project will eliminate the floodplain that 
currently exists in the proposed Zone and create new opportunities. Also, the city currently is 
rewriting its land development code with the CodeNext project, which will have an impact on 
future development in the Zone.  

Central Health 

While Seton will complete its new Dell Seton Medical Center teaching hospital in 2017, Central 
Health, Travis County’s Hospital District, will manage nearby property slated for redevelopment 
when its University Medical Center Brackenridge hospital is closed. Central Health’s mission is 
to make healthcare accessible for the most vulnerable Travis County residents. Central Health 
has undertaken a process to decide how to repurpose the Brackenridge campus once the hospital 
closes. The fourteen-acre plot does not have Capitol view corridor issues, and since the 
Brackenridge Campus is under the single ownership of Central Health, the tract is one of the 
only easily developed pieces of land in the area.142  
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According to Juan Garza, Central Health Vice President of Financial Management, “Central 
Health will soon begin redeveloping the 14.3 acres it owns next to the Medical District. Lease 
agreements will be worked out for tenants of the property, generating revenue that helps fund 
clinics throughout the county.”143 

Seton 

Seton is the current operator of University Medical Center Brackenridge, along with a number of 
other medical facilities in the Austin area. As part of the Medical District development, Seton 
will move out of Brackenridge and build a new teaching hospital within the Medical District.  
According to planning documents, the teaching hospital will work together with the Dell Medical 
School to provide medical education and conduct research, which the proposed Innovation Zone 
could commercialize for the benefit of consumers and of the University. 
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Innovation District Case Study Profiles 

As mentioned in the methodology section, the research team selected the following eleven 
innovation districts as case studies for Austin’s proposed Innovation Zone: 

Table 9.1  
Innovation District Case Studies 

22@Barcelona - Barcelona, Spain 

Central Keystone Innovation Zone – 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

Cleveland Health Tech Corridor – 
Cleveland, Ohio 

CORTEX Innovation Community - St. 
Louis, Missouri 

Fulton Market – Chicago, Illinois 

Kendall Square – Cambridge, Massachusetts 

Mission Bay - San Francisco, California 

South Boston Waterfront - Boston, 
Massachusetts 

South Lake Union - Seattle, Washington 

Texas Medical District – Houston, Texas 

University City – Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania 

 
While no existing innovation district has resolved the numerous issues facing urban areas, many 
of the following case studies provide insight into how Austin can move forward with its 
proposed Innovation Zone. The case studies detail a variety of topics that all innovation districts 
must address including financing, land ownership, and overall governance structure. The case 
studies—while not addressing these issues in a context that is a perfect replica of Austin’s 
circumstances—provide best practices in terms of leveraging anchor institution involvement or 
other innovative practices that contribute to the overall well-being of the community’s residents. 
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Source: 22 ARROBA BCN, S.A.U., "Urban Innovation," 
photograph, 22barcelona.com,http://www.22barcelona.com/. Accessed March 16, 2015. 

22@ Barcelona 
Barcelona, Spain 

The 22@ Barcelona district is located in the 
Poblenou neighborhood of the San Martí area of 
Barcelona. It is unique in terms of land-use and 
governance issues. Barcelona’s City Council 
passed an urban planning ordinance in 2000 aimed 
at transforming the area. Because private entities 
owned the land, the goal of the ordinance was to 
“encourage land-owners to update obsolete urban planning elements from the end of the 19th 
century … while maintaining economic activity, which would not have happened with a 
traditional rezoning from industrial to residential designation.”144 

The district began as 115 city blocks and has grown to 250 blocks of mixed-use development, 
playing home to several businesses, start-ups and shops. 22@ Barcelona employs roughly 90,000 
people and consists of five industry clusters: Information and Computer Technology, Media, 
Bio-medical, Energy, and Design. According to 22@, the following factors are necessary for a 
successful cluster: presence of large “reference” companies; support from relevant institutions; 
space for small- and medium-sized businesses; presence of universities and other educational 
institutions; housing for workers; exhibition space for products; and business services such as 
venture capital and networking.145 

Motivations and Outcomes 

Barcelona’s 22@ project began as a government initiative to transform Poblenou into an 
economic center based on innovation and technology. The area’s deindustrialization in the 1990s 
had freed up space that the district could use. In 2000, Barcelona’s city council approved bylaws 
for 22 ARROBA BCN, S.A. to develop and execute urban renewal projects throughout the city. 
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In 2001, the city council directed the company to carry out these activities in the Poblenou 
area.146  The district also made affordable housing and preservation a priority in later plans. The 
district has generated 90,000 jobs, 4,000 units of subsidized housing, and protected 78 percent of 
historic façades in the area.147 

Best Practices 

• Central website for business services - Besides giving basic information on the district, 22@ 
Barcelona’s website allows interested businesses to find office space, advertising, networking 
opportunities, and other services.148 

• Affordable housing - The district has made a sizeable commitment to affordable housing and 
livability.  The plan includes 4,000 new units of subsidized housing, in addition to retaining 
already existing housing units.149 New zoning regulations also have explicitly encouraged 
mixed use development, with the goal of keeping the area active at all hours of the day.150 

Challenges 

• Local opposition - Several academics who studied the project concluded that the city did not 
consult residents, and that the city removed public space projects to make room for private 
development.151  Others criticized the city for putting more emphasis on high rental profits 
compared to high tech jobs.  One study found that only thirty percent of the new companies 
in the district were related to technology, information, or communication.152 
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 Source: City of Pittsburgh. n.d. “Pittsburgh Sky,” photograph, Pittsburghpa.gov, 
http://www.pittsburghpa.gov/personnel/employment. Accessed April 7, 2015.  

Central Keystone Innovation Zone 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

The Pittsburgh Central Keystone Innovation Zone 
(PCKIZ) is comprised of a group of educational 
institutions, businesses, community-based 
organizations and government agencies aimed at 
attracting institutions working in the life sciences 
information technology and energy sectors.153 
Under the umbrella organization Urban 
Innovation21, PCKIZ attracts these organizations 
using tax credit and grant programs, internships 
and student business awards, educational and 
networking events, and numerous economic 
development initiatives.154  

Pennsylvania Governor Edward Rendell formed the Keystone Innovation Zone program in 2004. 
Areas with higher education institutions form the center of the innovation zones, with the aim of 
creating jobs in the state and fostering the technology sector.155 The geographic boundaries of the 
Pittsburgh Central Keystone Innovation Zone include commercially zoned areas in the Hill 
District, Uptown, and Downtown neighborhoods of the City of Pittsburgh. The Zone extends 
across the Allegheny River to include commercial areas on the North Shore surrounding College 
of Allegheny County and Riverside Center for Innovation.156 
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Urban Innovation21 has the following partners: the Urban Innovation Consortium formed of the 
Allegheny County Economic Development (ALCOA), Carlow University, Community College 
of Allegheny County, Duquesne University, Hill House Association, Hillman Foundation, Idea 
Foundry, Innovation Works, McAuley Ministries, PNC Bank, Point Park University, Reed 
Smith, Richard King Mellon Foundation, Roy A. Hunt Foundation, Surdna Andrus, The Heinz 
Endowments, University of Pittsburgh Medical Center Health Plan, Urban Redevelopment 
Authority of Pittsburgh and Pennsylvania Department of Community and Economic 
Development. The goal of the consortium is to further the city’s economic development, 
community initiatives, and tech sector.157 

Best Practices 

• Services for the community - PCKIZ has been instrumental in constructing a grocery store, 
establishing a Community Based Energy Incubator, and opening a pharmacy to serve an 
underserved community.  

• Engaging with underserved communities - Continuing its work in the Hill District, Urban 
Innovation21 is now shifting its focus to Homewood, which is widely considered to be one of 
the city’s most distressed neighborhoods with a high rate of vacant and abandoned properties. 
PCKIZ officials have been in discussions with Homewood community leaders on how to 
rebuild and spark economic development in their community, which is 95 percent black and 
predominantly low-income.158  

• Workforce development - The internship program and focus on student-led businesses is 
ensuring that there is workforce development in the community. The pharmacy established 
by the consortium not only provides low-cost prescriptions but also trains pharmacy 
students.159  

Challenges 

• Serving an underserved community - The Hill District and Homewood are predominantly 
minority neighborhoods that have been historically marginalized. Ensuring that these 
neighborhoods are treated equitably and included in the development process has been very 
important.160  
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Source: City of Cleveland. n.d. “Midtown Cleveland View,” photograph. 
Cleveland.com, http://imgick.cleveland.com/home/cleve-media/width620/img/business_impact/photo/midtown-
cleveland-viewjpg-429279f696caa92d.jpg. Accessed April 5, 
2015. 

Cleveland Health Tech Corridor 
Cleveland, Ohio  

The Cleveland Health Tech Corridor is a three-
mile stretch of land directly east of downtown 
Cleveland. The Health Tech Corridor (HTC) 
consists of nine neighborhoods that encompass 
higher education institutions, medical facilities, 
business incubators, and high tech companies. A 
city-operated bus-rapid transit system connects 
institutions along the corridor and beyond into 
downtown.161 HTC works with partner 
organizations to provide programming in various areas, and the HTC terminology primarily 
refers to the space located along the strip in downtown Cleveland. 

Motivations and Outcomes 

A group of foundations and nonprofits established the district to take advantage of its proximity 
to health and educational institutions and promote innovation in an area where residents could 
live, work, and play.162 The HTC is unique in working towards that goal due, in part, to the 
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diversity of its anchors and the significant involvement of the city itself. The City of Cleveland 
played a major role in establishing the infrastructure of the HTC, creating a scenario to attract 
further investment.163 Cleveland’s Economic Development Department worked with the HTC on 
large investments in transit and by designating certain areas as blight for change to occur.164 
Additionally, a state program called the Third Frontier funds emerging industry sectors by 
providing seed funding for the HTC at the outset of the program.165 Since 2010, the Third 
Frontier program has awarded more than $200 million in funding to biomedical and technology 
companies in the HTC in an attempt to create renowned research centers within the anchor 
institutions located there.166 

The HTC works with organizations to attract and welcome new companies to the corridor. This 
process involves assistance with development, site location, design, permitting, marketing, and 
relocation.167 Programming in this area is unique in that the HTC and its partners fill a 
Cleveland-specific void for these companies, but lets them do their own hiring, workforce 
management, and daily operations. 

BioEnterprise, MidTown Cleveland, and several other partner organizations assist with the 
mission of HTC. BioEnterprise is a nonprofit business developer that works with Cleveland 
Clinic, University Hospitals, Case Western Reserve University, and others to grow healthcare 
companies and commercialize bioscience technologies. HTC works with BioEnterprise in 
business formation, recruitment, and acceleration in an effort to help companies attain success.168 
BioEnterprise accelerated more than 100 companies and attracted over $1 billion in equity 
funding since 2002.169 MidTown Cleveland also is a nonprofit, but serves the two-square mile 
neighborhood between downtown Cleveland and University Circle, another neighborhood in the 
HTC. MidTown Cleveland works on projects such as advocacy at the city for community 
interests, safety and security issues in a once blight-filled area. It also oversees review and 
planning of design to ensure strong property values and neighborhood character.170 MidTown 
Cleveland is a stakeholder funded and supported organization, and it actively recruits members 
for the benefit of the HTC.171 As well as being partners to the HTC, BioEnterprise and MidTown 
Cleveland provide important examples of how an entity can work with existing local partners to 
influence behaviors in the city. 

Best Practices 

• Funding - The Cleveland Health Tech Corridor’s work shows that an organization can work 
with state and city funding sources to achieve its goals if the right people and programs are in 
place.172 

• Focus on specialties - HTC programming allows businesses to focus on their specialties in 
the health tech world while receiving assistance in other areas, such as business operations.   
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Source: City of St. Louis. n.d. “St.Louis Cityscape,” photograph, Stlouis-mo.gov,https://www.stlouis-
mo.gov/government/departments/mayor/news/tackling-vacant-and-problem-properties.cfm. Accessed March 17, 
2015.  

CORTEX Innovation Community 
St. Louis, Missouri 

The CORTEX Innovation Community forms a 
200-acre district that is part of the Central West 
End and Forest Park Southeast residential 
neighborhoods in St. Louis. Nearby are St. Louis 
University, St. Louis Community College, 
Washington University, Missouri Botanical 
Gardens, St. Louis Science Center, Center for 
Emerging Technologies, St. Louis Art Museum, 
BJC Healthcare, the 1,400-acre Forest Park, and various bike and walking trails. CORTEX is a 
tax-exempt, nonprofit organization formed in 2002 by Washington University in St. Louis, BJC 
Healthcare, University of Missouri—St. Louis, St. Louis University, and the Missouri Botanical 
Garden.173 The district is focused on fostering bioscience and technology research and providing 
a space for associated businesses to develop and flourish. 

CORTEX originated in 2001 when Bill Danforth, chancellor emeritus of Washington University 
in St. Louis, founded the Coalition for Plant and Life Sciences along with other local business 
and civic leaders. The following year, the chancellor played a major role in bringing various 
players together to form the nonprofit consortium. In 2010, CORTEX hired Dennis Lower to 
replace John Dubinsky.174 Since then, the innovation community has expanded, and it is 
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currently home to four innovation centers that aim to support startups and emerging tech 
companies, including Biogenerator, CIC St. Louis, Venture Café and Techshop.175  

The land occupied by the innovation community was privately owned initially. CORTEX 
bought, assembled and cleared roughly 180 acres of land for the development of the district, at a 
cost of around $29 million. The proximity to major research and health institutions was 
necessary to develop and capitalize the biotech industry. However, the district is not being 
developed as a place for research and technology alone, but as a mixed-use development, 
integrating retail and residential uses. With the role of master developer, under the Missouri 
redevelopment statute, CORTEX is tasked with either developing the entire site by itself or 
forming partnerships with others to develop it.176  

Best Practices 

• Preparing the land for development - The manner in which the CORTEX Innovation 
Community has assembled its land for developing the district has been instrumental in its 
success. Other cities faced with the challenge of multiple landowners can use a similar route 
to drive development in their district.  

• Innovative financing - The district was designated as a Tax Increment Financing (TIF) 
District in the city, which provided a funding mechanism to shape development in the 
district.  

• Focus on minority populations - As part of the TIF agreement, the community is required to 
include minority-owned and women-owned business enterprises in development project 
teams, contacts and purchases. Projects constructed in the district must ensure workforce 
diversity by including, minorities, women, city residents and apprentices enrolled in local 
training programs.177 
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Source: City of Chicago. n.d. "The City of Chicago," photograph, 
Cityofchicago.org, http://www.cityofchicago.org/city/en/about.html. Accessed February 23, 2015.   

Fulton Market 
Chicago, Illinois 

The Chicago Planning Commission adopted the 
Fulton Market Innovation District plan in July 2014, 
to encourage development in and around the city’s 
market district. According to the city’s website, “the 
plan is intended to coordinate development patterns 
that balance the area’s historic role as a center for 
food production and distribution, along with its more 
recent evolution as a home to innovative industries, 
culture, nightlife and housing.”178 Google plans to 
arrive in the district in 2016, helping leverage a 
technology cluster. More than 500 technology-related jobs are expected to move into the area 
within the next two years, encouraging innovation and workforce development.179 

In the case of Fulton Market, the City of Chicago led as the catalyst in creating the district. 
According to Deputy Commissioner of the Department of Planning and Development, Kathleen 
Dickhut, one division deputy managed the planning process with in-depth collaboration from 
other departmental staff and active participation and reviews by the Commissioner. Additionally, 
the city owned the right-of-way to the land used for the district, and the city provided funding 
since the district is located in a designated tax increment finance district.  

In terms of land ownership, Fulton Market is unique. As mentioned, the City does not own the 
land in the district—almost all properties within the area are exclusively owned by individuals, 
businesses, and organizations. Plans for Fulton Market rely on the City of Chicago’s 
development tools and regulations (such as economic development subsidies, historic 
preservation regulations and incentives, and public investments) to succeed.180 The land owners 
within the area are not required to conform to new standards set by the city now that the district 
has been established—its guidelines will only apply to new construction or redevelopment within 
the area. 
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Fulton Market is attempting to achieve a high standard of environmental stewardship by 
encouraging those who work within the district to use public transportation, rather than driving 
in and parking each day. According to Dickhut, the completion of a transit stop within the district 
significantly escalated real estate interest in the area. Overall, Fulton Market attempts to combine 
its traditional meatpackers and food wholesalers who have operated there for over 150 years, 
while also encouraging the entry of new businesses, such as information and technology firms. 
The City hopes to marry the old and the new aspects of Fulton Market by continuing to celebrate 
the area’s food history with new developments such as a Green City Farmer’s Market.181 

Motivations and Outcomes 

The City of Chicago established Fulton Market because it believed the area needed further 
development. The plan began to take shape in 2012, when Chicago mayor, Rahm Emmanuel, 
and Commissioner of the Department of Planning and Development, Andrew Mooney, identified 
the area as one in need of planning. Additionally, the City of Chicago is working toward 
preserving the original integrity of the area by implementing a historic district within Fulton 
Market to maintain Chicago’s food culture heritage. Although it was formed recently, the 
establishment of Fulton Market has spurred development in the area. It is yet to be seen whether 
or not the historic district will help preserve traditional businesses. 

Best Practices 

• Innovation alongside tradition - Fulton Market plans to locate information and technology 
firms within the district, while also maintaining the food sellers and meatpackers who 
traditionally occupy the area. This creates economic growth and vibrancy but also maintains 
the area’s original culture. 

• Development in a thriving area - In this regard, Austin can certainly look to Fulton Market in 
terms of how to develop an innovation district in a non-repurposed area. This will involve 
different challenges such as conducting traffic studies to ensure that bikers and walkers do 
not cross paths with heavy traffic, amongst others.  
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Source: The Tech. n.d. "Photos by Tamas kolos-Lakatos," photograph, tech.mit.edu, 
http://tech.mit.edu/photog/Tamas+kolos-Lakatos/. Accessed August 21, 2015. 

Kendall Square 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 

Kendall Square centers on the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, an institution with a long-
standing history of fostering university/industry 
partnerships. Harvard University and 
Massachusetts General Hospital are nearby. 
According to Nathaniel Welch, a former board 
member of the Kendall Square Association, the 
Kendall Square “district” grew more organically 
than what some have proposed for Austin.182 

Disused industrial buildings provided cheap space 
for smaller companies and innovators moved into them. They, in turn, attracted big-name 
technology and research companies.183 

Governance arose organically through the formation of the Kendall Square Association (KSA). 
Tenant organization leaders in Kendall Square formed the association to improve the district 
through collaboration and planning, in October 2008. KSA elected its first board of directors and 
officers, in February 2009.184 Welch commented that the KSA formed after organizations 
realized what was happening in the area and decided to take a more organized approach to new 
development. They also wanted to create a forum not just for commercial interests, but also for 
existing residents.185   
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Motivations and Outcomes 

The Kendall Square area did not arise from an official plan or initiative, but instead from market 
forces that provided cheap space for innovative companies. The city and KSA only recently have 
produced guidance plans for development in the area. Despite this lack of planning, the district 
has become a model. Kendall Square has created 1,500 enterprises, 40,000 jobs, and hosts 600 
tenant companies.  According to interviews with district leaders, the district is popular with 
residents and has been beneficial for everyone in the area, not just educated workers. 

Best Practices 

• Hands-off planning - Both the City of Cambridge and the KSA have developed plans for the 
Kendall Square area, but these have been more hands-off guides rather than directives.186 
Welch stated that too many mandates stifle creativity.187 

• Workforce development programs - The Cambridge Community Development Department 
has begun to address workforce development issues by recommending the creation of a 
Kendall Square Fund. The Fund would require a $10 donation per new commercial square 
foot into a district-wide fund, used to finance workforce training for Cambridge residents.188 
Already existing training and mentorship programs run by individual companies through area 
high schools would complement the fund. 

Challenges 

• Affordability - Affordability is a serious issue in the area, and many families have been 
priced out of their homes. In 2013, MIT petitioned to increase the supply of affordable 
housing in Cambridge with a plan to include residential development consistent with the 
recommendations of a City of Cambridge report.189 Traffic also has been an issue.  The city 
has tackled this issue by tying new parking spaces to a requirement for plans to reduce car 
usage.190 
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UCSF Medical Center at Mission Bay. n.d. "UCSF Medical Center at Mission Bay," 
photograph,ucsfmissionbayhospitals.org, https://www.flickr.com/photos/ucsfmedicalcenteratmissionbay/sets/. 
Accessed May 20, 2015.  

Mission Bay Campus 
San Francisco, California 

The University of California San Francisco (UCSF) 
Mission Bay Campus has been called “the single most 
important endeavor that UCSF has undertaken in its 
nearly 150-year history.”191 Located between the San 
Francisco bay and Interstate 280, the Mission Bay 
Campus transformed an abandoned rail yard into a 
modern health sciences campus that incorporates 
academic, clinical, commercial, and research environments into one location.  

Motivations and Outcomes 

In 1996, the University of California San Francisco sought to expand after running out of space 
at its Parnassus Heights and Mount Zion campuses. Meanwhile, the newly elected Mayor, Willie 
Brown, sought to keep UCSF from expanding outside of the city, attract jobs to the area, and 
provide a boost to San Francisco’s nascent biotech industry.192 At the same time, Nelson Rising, 
the CEO of the majority landowner of the Mission Bay site, Catellus, was looking to improve the 
value of its Bay area landholdings. After years of negotiation lead by the nonprofit UCSF 
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Mission Bay LLC (formed in partnership with local business leaders from the Bay Area Life 
Sciences Alliance), UCSF purchased the current site from Catellus and the city. This agreement 
allowed UCSF to stay within the City’s boundaries, while also providing Catellus and the city 
with an opportunity to increase the value of their property adjacent to the Mission Bay 
Campus.193  

Since breaking ground in 1999, the campus has grown rapidly. Today, the campus is the “largest 
public recipient of U.S. funding in the health sciences.”194 Mission Bay contains more than 100 
companies, numerous academic buildings, a 3.2 acre green space, retail services, public art, child 
care facilities, and housing for nearly 900 students, scholars, faculty and their families.195 The 
campus hosts a daily population of approximately 4,000 students, staff, faculty, and patients.196 
In February 2015, the UCSF Medical Center at Mission Bay opened. The hospital complex 
includes women’s, children’s and cancer hospitals and is expected to host more than 100,000 
outpatients in its first year.197 

Finally, the campus anchors the surrounding 243 acres of the Mission Bay redevelopment area 
that includes “50 bioscience startups, nine established pharmaceutical and biotech companies, 10 
venture capital firms, and scientific leaders.”198 

Best Practices 

• Institutionalized community engagement process -The experience of San Francisco’s 
Mission Bay demonstrates the benefits of a thorough and institutionalized community 
engagement process. Over eight months, the Mission Bay Community Task Force held eight 
professionally facilitated, public meetings to identify community issues and opportunities. 
Two community workshops also were held to provide information and solicit feedback. 
Today, community involvement continues through a subcommittee of the UCSF Community 
Advisory Group (CAG), the Mission Bay CAG Action Team. 

• Affordable housing - One concrete outcome of this process is that the Mission Bay 
Community Task Force facilitated the inclusion of housing options within the campus—with 
the specific intent of diminishing the effect of housing demands on the surrounding 
community. While the original 1996 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) did not include 
housing in the original space plan, the 2014 LRDP devoted 786,100 gross square feet to 
housing within the campus footprint.199 The University also has agreed to build 160 units of 
affordable housing in the larger Mission Bay Redevelopment area for UCSF staff.  

• Formally incorporate planning principles into long-range planning documents - Public 
meetings established broad, overarching planning principles that were formally incorporated 
into UCSF’s Long Range Development Plans, which helped accomplish the inclusion of 
additional housing. These principles establish detailed guidelines related to: 1) Community 
Consultation, 2) Community Notification, 3) Cushioning of Impacts, and 4) establishing a 
Community Involvement Mechanism.200  
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• Establish issue-specific principles to address local concerns -  Additionally, the Task Force 
established issue-specific planning principles to address community concerns that closely 
mirror the components of the Imagine Austin “Vision Statement.” Recommendations 
include: 1) Amenities and services/public safety, 2) Building design, 3) Community, 4) 
Environmental planning and safety, 5) Housing, 6) Human resources and economic 
development, 7) Land use, and 8) Transportation.201  
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Source: Boston's Innovation District. n.d. "Too Cool if by Sea: Dock Hop The Innovation District," 
photograph, innovationdistrict.org, http://www.innovationdistrict.org/author/guest-writer/page/2/. May 10, 2015.  

South Boston Waterfront 
Boston, Massachusetts 

The South Boston Waterfront innovation zone, 
founded in 2010, transformed the historic Boston 
Harbor into an urban environment that fosters 
collaboration, innovation, and economic 
development. It is one of the largest innovation 
districts in the country, encompassing approximately 
1,000 acres. The Boston Harbor’s close proximity to 
the financial district, Logan International Airport, 
and connection to two major interstate highways 
make it prime for development.202  

Former Boston Mayor Tom Menino was the main catalyst behind the South Boston Waterfront. 
The City of Boston and the Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA) also played substantial 
roles. The city funded a $14.6 billion redevelopment project to extend I-93 and I-90, giving 
residents easy access to the area. Select institutions also were offered tax breaks to move to the 
new location. 203,204 Companies such as JPMorgan received approximately $2 million in state tax 
reductions for investing in the Boston Harbor, since the state designated it as an area in need of 
economic help.205 The BRA contributed to the district’s growth by rezoning the area for 
academic, commercial, and residential use.206 
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The South Boston Waterfront has no traditional governing body. The BRA managed growth by 
granting private developers flexible zoning permits and entitlements, such as height and density 
bonuses, to align development with Menino’s vision for the innovation district. Private 
developers such as Fallon Development Company and Pritzker Group were the major 
landowners of the Boston Harbor. 207  

Motivations and Outcomes  

The Boston Harbor contained the largest tract of underdeveloped land in the city, and was mostly 
abandoned and zoned for industrial use.208 Menino saw this as an opportunity to bring together 
the best technologies, cutting edge programs, biotech industry, and financial services to create an 
environment for investment and residential growth.209 The district has accelerated 361 startups, 
created 2,912 jobs, and raised $362 million.210 

Best Practices 

• Non-financial incentives to shape development - the BRA shaped and regulated growth 
within the district through flexible zoning permits and entitlements for private developers 
aligning with Menino’s vision. 

• Unique initiatives make the district a steward of sustainability - the district has unique 
programs in place to test and implement cutting-edge green and clean technology.211  

• Importance of a strong catalyst - Mayor Menino was a true advocate for the district, setting a 
clear vision for the districts’ development, growth, and sustainability. Mayor Menino also 
received strong support from the City of Boston and the BRA.   

Challenges 

• Affordability - With this growth, the district faces issues with affordability, in terms of 
housing and office space.212The cost of living in the district and surrounding area has 
dramatically increased over the past five years. To counter this, the district is exploring 
opportunities to build affordable housing for its workers.213  
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Year Founded: Early 2000s 
Project Status: Ongoing 
Development Type: 
Commercial, industrial and 
mixed Use 
Approximate Area: 206 Acres 
Major Partners: Vulcan Real 
Estate, South Lake Union 
Chamber of Commerce, South 
Lake Union Community 
Council, City of Seattle 
Department of Planning and 
Development 
Unique Features: The use of 
sustainable features and 
environmentally sound 
planning in the district. 
 

 
Source: Pugest Sound Regional Council. n.d. "Seattle South Lake Union ." Pugest Sound Regional Council. 
Accessed May 22, 2015. http://www.psrc.org/assets/11187/rgc-profile-Seattle-South-Lake-Union.pdf 

South Lake Union 
Seattle, Washington 

The South Lake Union area is located between 
downtown Seattle, Lake Union, I-5 and SR-99.  The 
area has a net developable acreage of 206 acres.  These 
acres house the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research 
Center, The University of Washington Medical Center, 
Melinda and Bill Gates Foundation campus, Amazon 
global headquarters, a number of housing units and 
Lake Union Park. The city has provided a park on the 
south end of the lake, and the streetcar connecting the 
area to downtown.214 Collaboration between Vulcan 
Real Estate, South Lake Union Chamber of Commerce, 
South Lake Union Community Council, and the City of 
Seattle Department of Planning and Development is 
driving development in South Lake Union today.215 

 
The area that today forms South Lake Union was historically composed of warehouses and light 
industrial uses. In the 1990s, the City of Seattle envisioned Seattle Commons Park and 
commercial development in the area. To this end, Paul Allen, the founder of Vulcan Real Estate, 
lent $30 million to acquire land. Voter approval was required for the City to pursue the 
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Commons project. Furthermore, Allen was willing to forgive the loan upon voter approval. After 
the project failed to gain voter approval twice, the land was transferred to Vulcan.216 
Consequently, Vulcan Real Estate began to develop the land and attract major stakeholders to the 
area. In the early 2000s, Vulcan was able to convince the University of Washington to locate its 
medical and bioscience campus in the district, leading to the formation of the Fred Hutchinson 
Cancer Research Center. By the late 2000s, Amazon moved its global headquarters to the district 
and the area is beginning to emerge as the center of the bioscience and technology sectors.217 

By 2017, South Lake Union is expected to have 9.6 million square feet of space for offices and 
life sciences, 536,000 square feet of space for integrated retail, restaurants and services, 6,500 
housing units for sale and rent 14 acres of park improvements.218 

Best Practices 

• Mixed Land Use - South Lake Union has been able to develop a district where housing, 
commercial and office space have been combined to form a thriving neighborhood that will 
provide residents with a place to live, work and play. The district has ample park space, the 
Seattle Center, and a Whole Foods Market grocery store.  

• Sustainable Design - The district has sustainably designed spaces, LEED-certified buildings, 
pocket parks and mechanisms for environmental protection in some parts such as bioswales.  

• Multiple Transit Choices - The development of a streetcar, walkable streets and a bike share 
program have created a neighborhood that is easily accessible from downtown and easy to 
navigate.  

• Public/ Private Partnership – These facilities and amenities have been developed through 
collaborations and investments with private partners and public agencies.219 

Challenges 

 
• Affordable Housing - Ensuring the development of affordable housing in the South Lake 

Union district has been one of the major challenges faced by the district’s planners. Seattle, 
similar to many major cities, has experienced increasing property prices in the city causing a 
central area, such as South Lake, to be unaffordable for most residents.  

• Strategies - In 2013, the city council approved the use of density and height bonus programs 
that will allow the collection of fees that the city can use to provide affordable housing and 
other infrastructure. The city also is working with private developers on affordability 
issues.220  
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Source: Texas Medical Center. n.d. "About TMC," photograph, texasmedicalcenter.org, 
http://www.texasmedicalcenter.org/about/. Accessed April 20, 2015. 

Texas Medical Center Innovation Zone 
Houston, Texas 

The Texas Medical Center (TMC) is the largest 
medical complex in the world.221 It features 21 
hospitals, eight research centers, and over 50 health-
related organizations. Although the medical district 
has existed since 1943, collaborative initiatives 
between institutions have been rare. 

Motivations and Outcomes 

The proposed innovation zone seeks to capitalize on 
TMC’s institutional diversity, shared geography, growth potential, and economies of scale by 
facilitating broader, inter-institutional efforts. With over 160,000 visitors each day, the volume of 
clinical care provides numerous opportunities for collaboration, such as through a centralized 
institutional review board.222  

Previously, the non-profit TMC concerned itself with operating both the largest chilled-water 
and parking facilities in the world.223 The immediate catalyst for change began in 2012, when 
Robert Robbins took over as TMC’s CEO, replacing the former CEO of 25 years. Within 
roughly a year, Mr. Robbins began developing plans for particular projects within the proposed 
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innovation district, such as the Innovation Institute.224 In January of 2014, a strategic planning 
retreat involving approximately 200 TMC community leaders voted to support five new multi-
institutional initiatives. TMC partners are focusing on Clinical Research, Genomics, Health 
Policy, Innovation, and Regenerative Medicine. Each focus area has established its own 
leadership team to guide its efforts  

The innovation district itself initially will be housed on a 30-acre plot owned by TMC, located 
south of the campus. Current plans call for each of the five focus areas to be housed in individual 
buildings. The district has been described as a mixed-use “walking campus” that will feature 
amenities such as restaurants, dry cleaners, and movie theaters.  

Of the five proposed institutes, the Innovation Institute has progressed the furthest, with the 
October, 2014 launch of the TMCx center. The 100,000 sq. ft. business “accelerator” will be one 
of the nation’s largest.225 It seeks to facilitate the commercialization of medical research, which 
CEO Robert Robbins has called the “single greatest opportunity for the Texas Medical 
Center.”226 Entrepreneurs gain access to meeting space, intellectual property, mentorship, 
business and legal advice, as well as potential investors. Additionally, participating startups gain 
access to “the world’s largest clinical network.”227 

Best Practices 

• No dilutive funding required - One unique feature of Texas Medical Center’s innovation 
district is that the accelerator will not require participating startups to “take dilutive funding 
or give up equity” to participate in its programming.228 By investing in new companies 
without requiring them to give up financial or managerial autonomy, TMCx provides a 
unique incentive for biotechnology firms to locate in the Houston area. 

• Centralized institutional review board - TMC also has sought to facilitate research and 
innovation among its members by instituting a centralized institutional review board (IRB). 
IRBs approve, monitor, and review medical research to ensure that ethical standards are 
upheld. One centralized IRB mechanism, that incorporates all 21 hospitals and associated 
research centers, will allow researchers and participating startups easy access to TMCs 
substantial patient base, including 7.2 million visitors each year.229 
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Source: University City District. n.d. “The Porch,” photograph, pps.org,  http://www.pps.org/wp-
content/uploads/2012/11/After-Overview.jpg. Accessed 26 April, 2015.  

University City District 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

The University City area is a vibrant 300-acre 
section of West Philadelphia near renowned 
institutions such as University of Pennsylvania, 
Drexel University, and The Children’s Hospital 
of Pennsylvania. This growing district is home to 
shopping, residential, and entertainment features 
in an area directly west of downtown 
Philadelphia. 

The term “University City” refers to both the 
University City physical space and the University City District (UCD), which is the nonprofit 
organization, established in 1997, to improve the area’s economic strength and quality of life.230  

Motivations and Outcomes 

One of the district’s goals is to connect residents with opportunities in the area.231 The West 
Philadelphia Skills Initiative is a program, established in 2010, by UCD to fill jobs with some of 
the city’s large employers by working with them to “design recruitment selection, and 
assessment strategies and training solutions.”232 The program seeks to address the problem of 
local residents not being employed by local employers, and closing the skills gap to allow these 
local residents to perform well in those jobs. The skills initiative reports 163 participants and 124 
employees placed at partners such as the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, since its inception. 
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The focus on the western portion of the city results in Philadelphians who have the skilled jobs 
that pay well enough for them to live near where they work. Office availability and occupancy 
both have increased since 2007, so workers and businesses are seeking space in the areas that 
UCD highlights.  

UCD focuses on both work and play in University City. In 2014, UCD hosted a film festival in a 
local park with free outdoor movie screenings and musical performances. This film program 
transformed the park into an amphitheater that hosted thousands of viewers.233 This sense of 
place incentivizes Philadelphians to live and stay in the area, and UCD maintains a data driven 
focus to keep track of trends in the district. It reports that the cost of living is 28% lower than 
central Philadelphia, and housing sales reached their highest point in 2014, since 2007.234 
University City residents bike and take public transit at far higher rates than do other 
Philadelphians and U.S. residents. Finally, the permanent population of University City 
continues to grow despite it being an area with many students. UCD attributes that statistic to the 
“wealth of jobs, high rates of office and retail occupancy, rising household income, and ethnic 
diversity” of the neighborhood. UCD’s best practices here focus on the hours of the day spent 
outside of the workplace, and the results are found in the demographics of the area.  

Best Practices 

• Nonprofit formation - The University City District nonprofit allows the city to have a local 
partner that focuses on one specific area of the city. 

• Job-training programs - University City District works for its residents while attempting to 
provide job-training programs for locals through a workforce skills initiative. 

• Creative programming - University City District works to maintain the appealing features of 
the space through programming.  
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Austin’s Innovation Zone 

Challenges Faced by Austin’s Innovation Zone 

Zoning 

Current zoning of the area proposed for the Austin Innovation Zone is not conducive to an 
environment where individuals can live, work, and play. The adopted Downtown Austin Plan 
calls for re-zoning of the district to promote high-density, mixed-use development. The adopted 
Downtown Density Bonus Program does allow for very tall buildings (400 ft.) and higher 
densities than allowed by the existing base zoning, specifically a 15:1 rather than 8:1 floor area 
ratio.235 

Capitol view corridors  

The Capitol View Corridors preserve views of the Texas State Capitol in 35 corridors throughout 
the city. Many of the capitol view corridors cross through the proposed Austin Innovation Zone, 
creating significant restrictions on building height. Specifically, there are five corridors that will 
have an effect on development in the proposed Zone, including corridors 13, 30, 23, 24 and 25, 
which create a range of height limits as low as 66 feet (four stories maximum) on the land 
between Trinity Street and Waller Creek.236 This has had a significant effect on development in 
the region, and while it will have little effect on the adjacent Brackenridge Campus 
Redevelopment, it will affect the rest of the Zone.237 

Land ownership 

The University of Texas, Central Health, the City of Austin and the State of Texas own a 
majority of the land within or adjacent to the proposed Austin Innovation Zone. Private 
corporations, nonprofits and a few religious groups also own smaller parcels within the zone. 
Much of the State owned land includes underutilized property such as parking garages.238 
However, the State is continuing to use the parking garages, which limits the land available for 
the proposed Innovation Zone.239  

Central Health: Lost Rent   

With the closure of the Seton University Medical Center Brackenridge, Central Health will lose 
approximately $20 million of the $32 million in rent that it receives annually from Seton. Central 
Health plans to redevelop the land, but the process will take a number of years. In 2018, the new 
Seton teaching hospital will open and the lease payments to Central Health will decrease. Hence, 
Central Health is seeking to both maximize revenue and fulfill its healthcare mission to serve the 
most vulnerable Travis County residents, through the redevelopment of the Brackenridge 
Campus.240  
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Leveraging Assets to Promote Local Private Sector Development 

Central Health, Seton Healthcare Family, the University of Texas Dell Medical School, and other 
partners have the opportunity to leverage assets to promote the local private sector. Opportunities 
include directing a greater percentage of purchasing power toward local vendors, hiring a greater 
percentage of workforce locally, working with AISD, ACC, and local universities to develop 
workforce training programs and incubating the development of new businesses to include social 
enterprises and nonprofits.241  

Transportation  

Currently one-third of the jobs in the region are located downtown, in the State Complex and 
within the University of Texas area. Traffic congestion is already an issue within downtown 
Austin, and with the development of the Austin Innovation Zone, the situation likely will 
worsen. The new development must call for better uses along the transit corridor and a new 
downtown transportation plan. These concerns have increased since the recent failure of 
Proposition One, which called for an urban rail line to run through the proposed Innovation 
Zone.  

Waller Creek Flood Zone 

The floodplain associated with the Waller Creek Corridor creates significant restrictions to 
development between Trinity Street and Waller creek. Currently, about 40 buildings are located 
in the 100-year floodplain. The Waller Creek Project currently underway will eliminate this 
problem and provide new space for development.242  

Affordability 

Decreasing affordability is already an issue for the area surrounding the proposed Austin 
Innovation Zone. Special consideration should be given to the effect this development will have 
on the cost of housing, especially in neighborhoods east of I-35. Small businesses along Red 
River also will be impacted by the redevelopment and their involvement and preservation should 
be taken into consideration throughout the planning process. 

Equity  

Issues surrounding equity and opportunity should be considered in the development of the 
proposed Austin Innovation Zone. As Christina Gabriel and Bomani M. Howze have recently 
noted, “In regional clusters throughout the country … the most positive impacts have been felt 
only within demographic and geographic pockets … the already large economic disparities 
among demographic groups and geographic sub-regions have grown larger.”243  
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Austin Innovation Zone Recommendations 

While the case studies outlined above detail numerous best practices, the research team identified 
the following practices as particularly pertinent to Austin’s context. 

Community Engagement and Participation 

Securing local support for the proposed Innovation Zone is key to its success—without this, the 
Zone risks an image of catering exclusively to wealthy businesses from outside the city. To 
ensure that the Zone has full support from area residents and businesses, there should be a 
thorough community engagement process with these stakeholders. Central Health has been 
conducting such a process in relation to its Brackenridge Campus redevelopment, and its 
experience can help guide the larger Zone. The example of Mission Bay provides another model, 
as the Mission Bay Community Task Force established planning principles that were formally 
incorporated into long-range planning documents. This lead directly to the increased provision of 
housing units within the campus and to an institutionalized community involvement mechanism 
that continues today. Through community engagement, planners can assess what Austin’s 
residents and businesses want from the Zone—public spaces, job opportunities, etc.—and 
incorporate this information into development plans.  

Affordable Housing 

One of the Innovation Zone’s goals is to produce an area that is vital and active twenty-four 
hours a day. To accomplish this, the Zone should consider providing affordable housing for those 
who work there. Besides increased area activity, affordable housing will reduce traffic through 
and around the district, diminish the impact of increased housing demand on the surrounding 
area, and promote economic integration. The latter is of particular importance to Austin in light 
of Richard Florida’s recent report that named Austin as one of the most economically segregated 
cities in the country.244 

Central Provision of Business Services 

Another ingredient for a vital Innovation Zone is having eager business participants. To 
accomplish this, Austin’s Innovation Zone should follow the model of 22@ Barcelona and 
provide a single web portal that allows interested businesses to find space, networking, and 
marketing services within the Zone. If it is easy for businesses to move into the Zone, they will 
be more likely to do so.  A central web portal also will make it easier for Zone tenants to 
cooperate with each other to conduct research or promote Zone improvements. 

Provide for Companies of All Sizes 

If the Innovation Zone grows and becomes successful, office rents will rise and smaller 
companies could be priced out of the Zone. According to Nat Welch, a former Kendall Square 
Association board member, this is a current problem at Kendall Square currently.  Small 
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companies are often some of the greatest innovators, so an innovation zone that is dominated 
solely by large companies will not be reaching its full potential. Austin’s Innovation Zone could 
prevent this from becoming a problem by planning for “affordable office space” in a manner 
similar to affordable housing. 

Local Education Pipeline 

Community leaders have touted the Innovation Zone as a way to provide well-paying jobs to 
Austin residents. To prepare for the advanced jobs that the technology companies in the 
Innovation Zone will provide, the City and Austin Community College should collaborate in a 
workforce-training project for Austin’s workers. Thus, local workers with various levels of 
educational attainment will be able to fill jobs in the Zone, rather than forcing companies to 
import workers from elsewhere. The resulting economic benefits for Austin residents will make 
the Innovation Zone a celebrated part of the city, rather than an exclusive district that only 
appears to benefit a privileged few. 

Maintain Flexibility 

Many of the innovation districts we reviewed use guidelines and zoning, rather than hard 
requirements. Austin’s Innovation Zone likewise may want to avoid definitive demands of 
tenants and businesses to promote innovation in space, in addition to other areas. The Boston 
Redevelopment Authority uses density and height exemptions to incentivize and manage private 
developers within the district. The Boston Redevelopment Authority also rezoned much of the 
district to encourage mixed-use developments to encourage a space where people could work, 
live, and play. Austin’s Innovation Zone could use similar measures to promote development 
while also allowing flexibility for developers and businesses. 

Governance 

The proposed Austin Innovation Zone needs an official governing body to guide the 
development of the district to ensure economic prosperity, as well as proactively address issues 
of equity and opportunity in the formation of the proposed district. Therefore, we recommend 
that Mayor Steve Adler and Senator Kirk Watson, along with other appropriate local leaders, 
take the lead on this initiative to continue discussions surrounding the Zone, define clear visions 
and goals for development, and create actionable plans. Many innovation districts studied have 
formed an entity, such as a nonprofit that is separate from the city, to manage the district's 
development and growth. Austin has come together in a similar manner before when Austin’s 
former mayor and Travis County judge came together to form Central Health.  

Think Outside the Box  

Austin should strive to think outside the box in the formation of the Innovation Zone and seek to 
involve institutions from all areas of the city. As Christina Gabriel and Bomani M. Howze  have 
noted, “Development must be people-centered rather than property-centered to build the direct 
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and deliberate bridges that are needed to create a strong, self-sustaining business and community 
network.”245 Opportunities for partnerships with the public, private and nonprofit sectors exist 
and can occur in many ways. Austin should consider the proposed Innovation Zone’s potential to 
cultivate programs that will increase opportunity for all members of the community.  

A few examples include: 

• Education Pipeline - Partner with AISD to develop mentorship programs, create customized 
skills training courses, and identify other opportunities to inspire students and prepare them 
for social service, technical, and medical jobs in the zone. 

• Workforce Development - Partner with Austin Community College to create customized 
certification programs and skill development courses to increase job and professional 
development opportunities for local workers based on jobs in the zone. Healthcare is one of 
the best industries to provide jobs for those without a four-year degree that pay a living 
wage.246  

• Community Health Programs - Partner with H-E-B or Whole Foods to develop healthy 
eating programs, identify opportunities to source locally, and bring in a grocery store to 
foster an environment where workers can live, work, and play.   

• Innovative Technologies - Partner with companies such as Dell, Samsung, Freescale and 
IBM to develop programs that accelerate the creation of innovative technologies, share 
resources, and support local startups.  

• Affordable Housing - Partner with the City of Austin, nonprofit organizations, and builders 
to help construct affordable housing near the zone so employees of all incomes can live close 
to where they work. 

• Transportation - Partner with the City of Austin, CAPCOG, Capital Metro, CAMPO and 
others to develop programs that encourage the use of public transportation among innovation 
zone employees and customers.  

• Environmental Stewardship - Partner with the Waller Creek Conservancy and the City of 
Austin Parks and Recreation Department and Office of Sustainability to develop sustainable 
practices for the Austin Innovation Zone and support the redevelopment of Waterloo Park 
and Waller Creek.  

• Local Business - Partner with local entrepreneurs, small business associations, grassroots 
nonprofit social service providers, and other stakeholders to fully support the regional 
economy. Emphasis can be placed on enabling “a mutual learning process in which social 
issues are not seen as separate from what is necessary to generate sustainable economic 
growth.”247 
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Conclusion 

Austin’s population is expected to double in the next 35 years. This growth is a reflection of 
Austin’s robust economy, beautiful natural features, and vibrant culture. However, rapid growth 
also may accentuate existing challenges—including issues of mobility, affordability, and equity. 
Addressing these challenges will require the involvement of public, nonprofit and private 
organizations from across the city—including Austin’s anchor institutions and those engaged in 
the proposed Innovation Zone. The Mission Matrix detailed earlier has identified opportunities 
for such collaboration, while the Anchor Dashboard allows anchors to track the progress of their 
efforts. Guided by the principles of Imagine Austin and informed by best practices from around 
the country, Austin’s anchor institutions can help ensure that all of Austin’s residents benefit 
from the economic, environmental, and cultural features that make it one of the nation’s most 
attractive cities.  
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Student Profiles 

Awais Azhar -  Master of Public Affairs and Master of Science in Community and Regional 
Planning, expected 2016 
 
Awais holds a Bachelors in Architecture from the National College of Arts, Lahore, Pakistan and 
is a teaching assistant for the UT Austin Department of Mechanical Engineering and Intern at 
HousingWorks Austin. 
 
Catie Bialick - Masters of Public Affairs, expected 2016  
 
Catie holds a B.S. in Public Relations from the University of Texas at Austin and is the 
Communications Specialist at the Community Advancement Network.  
 
Virginia Cumberbatch - Masters of Public Affairs, expected 2016  
 
Virginia holds a B.A. in history and sociology from Williams College and is a graduate research 
assistant for UT Austin’s Division of Diversity and Community Engagement.  
 
Will Flagle - Master of Public Affairs, expected 2016. 
 
Will graduated from Grinnell College with a B.A. in political science. 
 
Manhan Gu - Master of Public Affairs, expected 2016 
 
Manhan holds a B.A. in Finance from China Foreign Affairs University. She is currently a 
graduate research assistant in the LBJ School of Public Affairs. 
 
Marion Henley - Master of Public Affairs, expected 2016 
 
Marion holds a B.A. in International Affairs and a Minor in Spanish Literature from the George 
Washington University. She is currently a graduate student at the LBJ School of Public Affairs. 
 
Mandy McClendon - Master of Public Affairs, expected 2016 
 
Mandy holds a B.A. in English literature from the University of Arkansas. 
 
Darren McDivitt - Master of Public Affairs, expected 2016 
 
Darren holds a B.A. in political science from Truman State University.  
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Sam Naik - Master of Public Affairs, expected 2016 
 
Sam holds a B.A. in government and Latin American studies from the University of Texas at 
Austin and is a teaching assistant in the UT Austin Department of Government. 
 
Megan Randall - Master of Public Affairs and Master of Science in Community and Regional 
Planning, expected 2016 
 
Megan holds a B.A. in political science from the University of California, Berkeley and is a 
graduate policy intern in fair housing and disaster recovery at Texas Appleseed. 
 
Kathleen Rubin -  Master of Public Affairs, expected 2016. 
 
Kathleen holds a B.A. in International Affairs from the University of Colorado at Boulder and 
currently works as a Statistical Specialist in AT&T’s External & Legislative Affairs Department. 
 
David Thompson - Master of Public Affairs, expected December 2015 
 
David holds a B.A. in Philosophy from The University of Texas and currently works as an as-
needed Case Manager at Casa Marianella, a resource center and shelter for immigrants.   
 
Chandi Wagner - Master of Public Affairs, expected 2016 
 
Chandi holds a B.A. in Philosophy & Religion from the University of Tulsa and is a graduate 
research assistant for the Center for Health and Social Policy at UT Austin.   
 
Rydell Walthall - Master of Public Affairs, and Master of Science in Transportation 
Engineering, expected May 2017 
 
Rydell holds a B.S. in Civil Engineering with a minor in Economics from UT Austin and is a 
graduate research assistant for the Center for Transportation Research. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Medical District and Proposed Innovation Zone 

Source:  
City of Austin. 2015. GIS/ Map Downloads. Austin: City of Austin, October 22. 
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Land Use 

 

Source:  
City of Austin. 2015. GIS/ Map Downloads. Austin: City of Austin, October 22. 
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Current Land Ownership 

 

Source:  
City of Austin. 2015. GIS/ Map Downloads. Austin: City of Austin, October 22. 
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Current Zoning 

Source:  
City of Austin. 2015. GIS/ Map Downloads. Austin: City of Austin, October 22. 
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Appendix B: Mission Matrix  
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Livable ! !  X X X ! X  ! X X X !  ! !  X !  ! X  ! !  ! !  
affordable & diverse housing options X
transit & pedestrian friendly networks X X

reducing sprawl X
friendly dev. for children, seniors, and disabled X

vibrant and urban lifestyle X X X X
recognize, preserve, & sustain Austin's unique 

character & local businesses
X X X X

affordable healthcare & nourishment X X X X X X
Natural & Sustainable       X X    X X X     X  X X   X  X   X

accessible parks networks X
preserve natural beauty and farmland X X X X
preserve water & energy resources X X X X X
reduce greenhouse gas emissions X X X X X X X

new technologies for a sustainable community X X X X X X X X

Mobile & Interconnected            X X  X  X X         X    
interconnected development X X X X X

support public transit & variable options X
bicycle and pedestrian access

promote transportation & preserve nat. res. X
Prosperous X X  X X  X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X

resilient & equitable local economy X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
access to quality training, & good jobs X X X X X X X X X

innovation and creativity X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
promote local economy & preserve nat. res. X X X X X X X X X X X

Value & Respect of People X X  X X X   X X X X X X X X X X X X   X       X
government transparency & accountability X X

equal rights X X X X X X X X
historical preservation X X X

Creative X X X X X X X X
attracting talent X X X X X X X X X

promote diversity X X X X X X X X X X
accessible arts and cultural activities X X X X X X X X

public art, beautiful public spaces, & buildings X X X X X

Educated X X X    X X  X X X X  X X X X X X  X X  X X  X X X
safe and stable learning environments X X X X X X X X

cultural engagement X X X X X X X X X X X X
develop critical thinking X X X X X X X X

provide learning spaces for collaboration X X X X X X X X X X X X X
partner with the community & private entities X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
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Appendix C: Original Innovation District Advisory Group  

Austin Convention and Visitors Bureau — Bob Lander, president and CEO  

Capital Metro — Linda Watson, president and CEO  

Central Health — Rosie Mendoza, chair, board of managers  

Central Health — Trish Young, president and CEO  

Greater Austin Chamber of Commerce — Mike Rollins, president and CEO  

Chamber of Commerce — Jeremy Martin, senior vice president  

Greater Austin Tech Partnership — Michelle Skelding  

City of Austin — Mayor Lee Leffingwell  

City of Austin — City Manager Marc Ott  

Downtown Austin Alliance — Tom Stacy, advisory board  

Downtown Austin Alliance — Charlie Betts, executive director  

ECHO — Anne Howard, executive director  

Austin Music Commission — Brad Spies, Chair  

Greater Austin Economic Development Corporation — Gary Farmer, chairman  

Seton Healthcare Family — Greg Hartman, president, academic medicine, research and external 
affairs  

St David’s Medical Center —Don Wilkerson, CEO  

Texas State Senate — Sen. Kirk Watson  

Texas Facilities Commission — Aundre Dukes, portfolio manager and public liaison  

Travis County — County Judge Sam Biscoe  

The University of Texas at Austin — Pat Clubb, vice president for university operations  

Page Southerland Page — Lawrence Speck, principal  
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UT System — Amy Shaw Thomas, vice chancellor for health affairs  

Waller Creek Conservancy — Tom Meredith, board chairman  

Waller Creek Conservancy — Melba Whatley, board president  

Waller Creek Conservancy — Stephanie Lee McDonald, executive director 

Source: Copelin, Laylan. 2013. "Austin Ponders Innovation District Near Medical School." The Corridor. 
November 6. Accessed August 25, 2015. https://www.thecorridor.org/downloads/media/11-06-13_AAS_-
_Austin_ponders_innovation.pdf 
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